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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Transcriptome Complexity of Neonatal Heart during Perinatal 

Circulatory Transition:  

-- a Road Map for Functional Discovery 

 

by 

 

Marlin Touma 

Doctor of Philosophy in  

Molecular, Cellular & Integrative Physiology 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2015 

Professor Yibin Wang, Chair 

 

During fetal to neonatal circulatory transition, the mammalian heart undergoes an elaborate 

maturation process involving structural, morphological, and hemodynamic changes that 

ultimately lead to functional maturation of left and right ventricular chambers as they 

synchronize to support the systemic and the pulmonary circuits respectively. Perturbation of this 

process may have major implications in congenital heart defects (CHDs) and pediatric heart 

diseases.  

Transcriptome programming is the driving force of cardiac development and pathological 

remodeling in heart. Although recent progress of deep RNA sequencing technology has 

revealed much of the landscape of transcriptome regulation in cardiac development and 
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diseases, transcriptome changes during chamber specific maturation or remodeling in neonatal 

heart in health and disease conditions remain understudied. 

During the past three years we have made systematic multidisciplinary efforts to address this 

critical gap of knowledge.  We implemented deep RNA-sequencing to establish genome-wide 

transcriptome profiles at single exon- resolution in newborn mouse heart during maturation. Our 

studies reveal that transcriptome maturation during perinatal circulatory transition is a highly 

dynamic process which is precisely regulated in spatial and temporal manners, affecting 

transcriptional regulation, molecular signaling, the long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) and 

alternative RNA splicing. Some of these regulatory mechanisms may have potential implications 

in cardiac maturation, stress response, and neonatal heart diseases. The data provide a 

comprehensive spatial and temporal landscape of lncRNAs in neonatal heart, revealing their 

tight regulation and putative function. Among them, several cardiac specific lncRNAs are 

significantly conserved in human infantile hearts, providing the basis for future investigations in 

neonatal heart maturation and pathology. Moreover, we discovered chamber specific regulation 

of Wnt signaling and cellular proliferation programs.  From functional studies, we establish for 

the first time a previously unrecognized significant role of Wnt11 signaling in neonatal heart 

growth and maturation.  More remarkably, we establish that altered regulation of Wnt-mediated 

signaling in heart of infants with cyanotic CHDs comparing to noncyanotic- CHDs, suggesting a 

potential contribution of Wnt signaling in heart response to chronic hypoxemia. Discovering the 

functional role of Wnt signaling and exploring the translational implication in early postnatal 

heart maturation and diseases by establishing the CHD-Bio Core at UCLA represent major 

components of my thesis project. 
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I. Introduction: Why Study Neonatal Heart? 

Perinatal cardiac growth and maturation is critical to functional adaptation of heart to the 

dramatic changes in hemodynamic load, respiration, and nutrient environment; and perturbation 

of this process may have major implications in congenital heart defects (CHD) and failure of the 

premature heart.   

Early development of the postnatal heart in mammals is tightly regulated at the molecular and 

the cellular levels and includes structural, morphological, and hemodynamic changes, a process 

that ultimately leads to the mature left and right ventricular chambers as they functionally 

synchronize to operate the systemic and the pulmonary circuits, respectively. 

Perinatal Circulatory Transition 

The primary function of the circulatory system of both fetus and newborn is to deliver oxygen to 

the growing organs and return the deoxygenated blood to the gas exchange organ to replenish 

the oxygen and to eliminate the waste product (CO2). In mammals, the fetal circulation depends 

on the placenta for gas exchange. The circulation during this period consists of two circuits that 

operate in parallel and communicate through extra-cardiac (ductus venosus, ductus arteriosus) 

and intra-cardiac shunts (the foramen ovale). These shunts serve to deliver the oxygenated 

blood to the brain1,2. During this period the right ventricle function is dominant supporting both 

pulmonary and systemic circuits. 

At birth, the adaptation of mammalian circulation to the extra-uterine life is a fascinating process 

during which the cardiovascular system undergoes a series of abrupt and critical hemodynamic 

changes, collectively phrased as “perinatal circulatory transition”.  During birth events, the 

function of gas exchange is transferred from the placenta to the lungs, thus the blood must be 

driven from the right ventricle to the lungs for oxygenation and the portal circulation must 

perfuse the liver when enteric feeding begins. Increased oxygen tension accompanied with 

withdrawal of maternal prostaglandins stimulates the ductal closure sending blood from the right 

ventricle to the lungs, thereby, separating the venous and atrial circulations. This separation 
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recruits the left ventricle to assume the dominant contractile function driving the atrial blood to 

the growing organs and supporting the systemic circulation1,2.  The genetic networks that control 

the fetal to postnatal adaptation of the heart are incompletely understood. An understanding of 

fetal hemodynamics, cardiac adaptation process and the acute and chronic changes that occur 

with transition to newborn circulation is important for the care of normal newborns and is critical 

to the diagnosis and management of the premature infant and the newborn with a significant 

Congenital Heart Defect (CHD)3. 

Neonatal Heart Maturation and Perinatal Stress  

In parallel to anatomical changes and functional maturation of mammalian heart during perinatal 

circulatory transition, multiple events occur at the cellular and the molecular levels. Distinct gene 

expression programs dictate cellular maturation of different cardiac cells, including 

cardiomyocytes, endothelial cells, smooth muscle cells and fibroblasts.  In particular, the 

neonatal cardiomyocytes undergo dramatic changes in morphology, function, metabolism, gene 

expression and proliferative capacities that collectively lead to terminal differentiation, functional 

maturation and irreversible exit from the cell cycle1-4.  Furthermore, cardiomyocyte maturation 

also involves altered metabolic processing from carbohydrates utilization as energy source to 

beta oxidation of fatty acids that becomes the predominant form of metabolism in postnatal 

heart5.  

Transcriptome programming is the driving force of cellular maturation, growth, metabolism as 

well as adaptation to stress in neonatal heart.  However, although changes in cardiac gene 

expression have been extensively studied in the developing heart- cardiac lineage fate and the 

diseased heart- associated cardiomyocyte hypertrophy, the programs that drive cardiomyocyte 

maturation and cycling arrest at birth remain to be fully revealed. More significantly, during this 

tightly regulated fetal to neonatal maturation process, the heart is particularly vulnerable to 

multi-factorial perinatal stresses (prematurity, sepsis, respiratory failure, shock, and cyanotic 

CHDs) leading to significant ventricular dysfunction, circulatory failure and hypoxemia6-8. 
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Indeed, during no other period of life our organism bears such a high risk of hypoxemia as it 

does perinatally, yet, the impacts of early exposure to hypoxia on genetic and molecular 

signaling of neonatal heart are not fully elucidated, and the potential long term consequences on 

the growing myocardium are unknown, but potentially detrimental6-9.  Filling these critical gaps 

of current knowledge is the overall goal of my thesis. 

Left Ventricle (LV) versus Right Ventricle (RV) Development, Function, and Diseases 

The embryologic origins of the RV and the LV are different and they are assigned to perform 

different tasks after birth. While the first heart field (FHF) gives rise to the LV, the second heart 

field (SHF) develops into the RV10-12. LV specific- and RV specific- studies have revealed 

morphological differences in fetal, neonatal and adult sheep in response to high work load 10. 

These differences correlate with a functional RV dominance in-utero and LV dominance after 

birth. Several developmental studies have demonstrated that distinct chamber-specific gene 

networks control RV vs LV formation11,12. Further studies identified key transcription factors 

featuring chamber specific expression and regulating left and right ventricle development; while 

Mef2 and Hand1 seem to be required for both left and right ventricle development, Hand2 and 

TBX proteins seem to have a dominant role in right ventricular development 13-14.    

These lines of evidence suggest that RV vs LV specific- genetic programs control chamber 

specific postnatal maturation and adaptation to perinatal stress.  However, despite of the clear 

divergences in developmental origins, growth pattern, hemodynamic load and contractile 

function between LV and RV, the current concepts of cardiac growth, pathologic remodeling and 

transcription regulation have been largely shaped by investigations on the left ventricle15 and 

minimal studies have focused on the specific process of pathological remolding in LV vs RV.  

Particularly, little is known about transcriptome maturation during the chamber specific perinatal 

transition. More importantly, the mechanisms of pathological reprogramming of neonatal heart in 

response to perinatal and hemodynamic stresses in the context of prematurity and CHDs are 

unknown. 
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Mining Transcriptome Complexity in Neonatal Cardiac Chambers (Deep RNA- 

Sequencing) 

Heart development and function require complex transcriptome programming and regulatory 

networks to orchestrate differentiation and physiological adaptation to environmental stress. In 

diseased adult heart, there is a pathological remodeling process that involves the reversal of 

cellular metabolic and gene expression programs into a so called “fetal-like reprograming”5 

which contributes to the onset of cardiac dysfunction and pathology. 

Until recently, it is thought that these regulatory networks are composed of mainly transcription 

factors and signaling molecules. Studies have demonstrated that cardiac transcriptome 

regulation during development is precisely controlled by transcription factors including NKX2.5, 

MEF2, GATA and TBX proteins10-15. However, it is becoming increasingly evident that other 

noncoding RNA species may in fact play a major role in most, if not all, aspects of gene 

regulation. During the past decade, gene expression microarray studies have provided 

significant insights on cardiac transcriptome complexity during development and disease15. 

Further studies have extensively focused on micro RNAs as novel regulators of transcriptome 

programming of heart development and disease, including miR-22, miR-212 and, miR-13216,17. 

More recently, studies employing deep RNA sequencing technology have revealed the complex 

landscape of transcriptome regulation at single exon and base-pair resolution. With these 

advances, a more comprehensive understanding of novel layers of transcriptome regulation can 

be achieved by exploring transcription and posttranscriptional editing via alternative RNA 

splicing in the developing and failing heart18. 

Neonatal Heart Transcriptome Undergoes Dynamic Spatial and Temporal Remodeling  

Although much more insights have been learnt about transcriptome regulation in early cardiac 

differentiation and pathological reprogramming in adult heart, relatively little is known about the 

transcriptome regulation during chamber specific postnatal maturation in the neonatal heart. 
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The regulatory networks of transcriptome maturation during fetal to postnatal adaptation in LV 

vs RV of the heart are understudied. 

In order to achieve a comprehensive understanding of the transcriptome landscape in neonatal 

heart during perinatal circulatory transition, especially the factors involved in chamber specific 

transcriptome maturation of neonatal heart, we have employed deep RNA-Sequencing and 

bioinformatics tool to establish the differential expression (DE) and alternative RNA splicing 

profiles of newborn mouse left versus right ventricles during perinatal circulatory transition. Our 

study has revealed that transcriptome maturation during perinatal circulatory transition is a 

highly dynamic process that is precisely regulated in spatial and temporal manners involving 

transcription, molecular signaling, lncRNAs and alternative RNA splicing.  

In addition to performing comprehensive characterization of chamber specific- differential 

expression genes along perinatal maturation, our deep RNA-sequencing allows us to identify a 

significant number of genes that undergo dynamic regulation via alternative RNA splicing during 

maturation. Alternative RNA splicing is a major source for protein diversity in higher 

eukaryotes19-20. Through alternative processing of pre-mRNAs, individual mammalian genes 

often produce different isoforms and proteins that may have related or distinct or even opposing 

functions. Furthermore, many alternative isoforms are expressed in a developmentally 

programmed manner and function in diverse processes integral to differentiation and 

development leading to cell lineage17, tissue identity, and organ formation. The splicing 

machinery depends on core splicing factors and numerous RNA binding proteins and intricate 

interactions among them. This complex regulation increases the opportunity for mis-regulation 

that may cause malformation and diseases. For example, abnormal RNA splicing is reported to 

cause Heterodoxy, fetal cardiac arrhythmia and hypoplastic heart21. Finally, a pioneering work22 

from our lab (by Gao Chen et al) has demonstrated splicing dynamics in the developing and the 

failing heart, and identifies a splicing regulator RBFOX1 that selectively targets the MEF2 family 
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leading to different MEF2 splicing variants to modulate cardiac hypertrophy and cardiac 

function. 

In summary, it is becoming evident that regulated alternative RNA splicing is essential for 

normal cardiac development and function, and contributes to cardiac pathology. These insights 

suggest that alternative splicing may play a profound role in dynamic regulation and remodeling 

of transcriptome in rapidly growing organs such as the neonatal heart. Indeed, a recent study23 

has revealed that alternative splicing regulates vesicular trafficking genes in cardiomyocytes 

during postnatal heart development. However, the roles of alternative RNA splicing in 

programming chamber specific transcriptome have not been established. 

Based on our transcriptome analysis we identified significant chamber specific enrichment in 

cell cycle and cellular proliferation functions among the genes subjected to post-transcription 

splicing. We chose these genes for focused analysis.  Interestingly, our analysis and 

experimental validation confirmed chamber specific exon utilization of cell cycle genes. In 

addition to establishing alternative splicing profiles in neonatal heart chambers we have 

identified a number of splicing factors, including novel RNA splicing regulators that are 

differentially expressed in neonatal heart chambers suggesting their potential chamber specific 

regulatory roles.  

The Long Non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) are Temporally Regulated in Neonatal Heart  

In addition to characterizing differential expression, splicing regulation and molecular signaling, 

we utilized our deep RNA-sequencing data and sophisticated bioinformatics tools to further 

explore RNA world in neonatal heart during perinatal transition. Our analysis includes tens of 

thousands of the noncoding RNAs (ncRNAs) that are pervasively transcribed across the entire 

mouse genome.  They are less conserved in sequences than protein coding genes.  Among the 

ncRNA species, we focused on characterizing the lncRNAs, transcripts of at least 200 

nucleotides24 that may have diverse molecular regulatory function derived from their ability to 
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fold into complex secondary structures that serve as scaffold for RNA processing, histone 

modification, and protein activity.    

Featuring temporal regulation, species/tissue/cell specificity and functional diversity24-26, 

lncRNAs have increasingly expanded the total functional complexity of the transcriptome.  There 

is an increased interest in understanding their role in biology and in human disease. LncRNAs 

play important roles in regulating gene expression at different levels, including chromatin 

modification25, transcription, and post transcriptional processing23-27. For example, the lncRNAs 

Xist (X inactive‐specific transcript) and HOTAIR (HOX Antisense Intergenic RNA) interact with 

chromatin remodeling complexes to induce heterochromatin formation in specific genomic loci 

leading to expression repression. LncRNAs can also function by regulating transcription through 

other mechanisms that include interacting with RNA-binding proteins or a coactivator of TFs, or 

epigenetically modulating a promoter activity. In addition, lncRNAs can regulate gene 

expression at the posttranscriptional level including RNA splicing 24-28. 

A few reports have implicated specific IncRNAs in cardiac development or heart failure. 

However, lncRNA landscape in neonatal heart chambers has not been explored. By 

characterizing the spatial and temporal expression profiles of lncRNAs in the neonatal heart, we 

can improve our understanding of this increasingly expanding layer of gene regulation. 

Our deep transcriptome studies revealed thousands of lncRNAs that are expressed in mouse 

heart samples. Among them we identified hundreds exhibiting significant dynamics along 

maturation stages involving both known and novel (not-previously annotated) lncRNAs. 

Interestingly, 1% of the temporally regulated lncRNAs are significantly correlated with mRNA 

expression level of their corresponding neighboring genes, suggesting potential function. We 

believe that some of these lncRNAs have important intrinsic regulatory function during fetal to 

neonatal maturation.  These insights will lead to further studies that will clarify their functional 

impact and the underlying mechanism(s) in normal and pathological transition and may provide 

a novel molecular basis for future investigations for congenital heart diseases. 
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Novel Wnt Mediated Signals in Neonatal Heart  

Among the insights we gained from our deep sequencing analysis, we are particularly interested 

in deciphering a previously under-recognized, potentially significant role of Wnt mediated 

signaling in early postnatal growth and maturation. Specifically, we have identified differential 

chamber specific- activation of Wnt11 that potentially contributes to the differential regulation of 

cellular proliferation activities in neonatal heart chambers.  

The evolutionarily conserved Wnt signaling can be classified into the so called canonical Wnt/ β-

Catenin pathway and the non-canonical /β-catenin-independent pathway in which Wnt11 is a 

main player. The canonical Wnt signaling is triggered through trans-membrane Frizzled (Fz) 

receptors, leading to β-catenin stabilization and translocation into the nucleus to interact with the 

T-cell transcription factor (TCF) that, in turn, induces the expression of target genes. In contrast, 

the non-canonical Wnt pathway is generally β-catenin independent and mediates its activities 

through the activation of PKC, calcium dependent kinase, and Calcineurin. This pathway also 

activates Rho family GTPases and JUN terminal kinase (JNK).  The Disheveled (Dvl) is one of 

the multimodal proteins that act as a positive regulator of both Wnt pathways29-32,35.  

  a. Wnt signaling plays a role in cardiogenesis: Both Wnt signaling pathways are implicated 

in distinct steps of early cardiogenesis33.  However, the functional impact of each Wnt pathway 

has been a subject of ongoing debate. Initial studies have suggested a biphasic role for the 

canonical Wnt signaling in cardiogenesis of the first heart field (FHF) derivatives (LV, atrium), 

and an inhibitory role in SHF precursors (RV and outflow tract). However, recent studies on fetal 

mouse heart indicate that canonical Wnt signals promote development of second heart field 

(SHF) progenitors into RV and interventricular myocardium, and subsequently restrict to the 

outflow tract in late cardiomyogenesis (E14.5). In contrast, the non-canonical Wnt11 signaling 

regulates morphogenesis of the linear heart tube36. Latest studies suggest cross talk and inter-

regulation between the two Wnt signaling pathways in heart development providing evidence 

that the late stages of cardiogmyogenesis may be driven by non-canonical Wnt11 signaling 
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coupled with inhibition of the canonical Wnt/β-catenin37. A more recent study39 has shown that 

synergetic non-canonical Wnt (Wnt5a and Wnt11) mediated activation is essential to regulate 

second heart field progenitors responses to Wnt/β-catenin signaling and that they act by 

restraining Wnt/β-catenin signaling during cardiac development. 

Relative to the wealth of knowledge regarding Wnt signaling during development, its potential 

contribution and impacts on subsequent heart maturation and growth during perinatal period are 

unknown, in particular, with regard to the non-canonical Wnt11. Indeed, whilst complete Wnt11 

knock-out in mice is embryonic lethal39, Wnt11 expression and function beyond E14.5 (heart 

chamber septation) is not well studied, and the potential role of Wnt11-mediated signaling in the 

chamber specific myocardium maturation, adaptation, and growth in health and disease is still 

unexplored. Combined with our transcriptome data, our functional studies provide the first 

evidence of the significant functional impacts of Wnt11 on chamber specific signaling during 

fetal to neonatal transition. 

b. Wnt signaling regulates cardiomyocyte differentiation and function: At the cellular level, 

the canonical Wnt/β-catenin signaling plays important roles in cardiomyocyte cellular function 

including cell polarity, patterning, migration, adhesion, and assembly during cardiogenesis 

. The non-canonical Wnt11 signaling plays important roles in adhesion, polarity, organization of 

cellular content and cytoskeleton essential for the establishment of a functional heart36-37. 

However, whether the non-canonical Wnt is involved in regulating the chamber specific 

maturation of neonatal ventricular myocyte has not been studied. By implementing functional 

experiments using neonatal rat ventricular myocytes (NRVMs) we establish functional impact of 

Wnt11 signaling on cardiomyocyte proliferation and maturation programs. 

c. Wnt-mediated signaling potentially plays a role in heart disease:  Although Wnt-signaling 

is believed to be quiescent under normal conditions; data in adult heart suggest a fetal-like 

reactivation of Wnt pathways in response to pathological stress41-44. For example, Fz2 receptor 

is enhanced in infarcted human heart. Hypoxia impairs cardiomyocyte differentiation via 
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combined activation of Hif1α and Wnt/ β -catenin signaling pathways in induced pluripotent cells 

(iPSCs). Intriguingly, these data support inter-regulation between hypoxia induced signaling and 

the canonical Wnt signaling in cardiomyocte. However, the potential impact of perinatal 

hypoxemia on the chamber specific postnatal maturation of the ventricular myocyte has not 

been explored, and the potential link between Wnt signaling (Wnt11 in particular) and hypoxia 

signaling in the growing myocardium in health and disease has not been examined. 

Remarkably, we have observed differential activation of Wnt-mediated signaling in infants with 

cyanotic- versus non cyanotic-CHDs, suggesting a potential link to hypoxia stress-induced 

signaling that we examined in vitro using NRVMs and hypoxia exposure experiments. Hypoxia 

attenuates Wnt11 and induces neonatal ventricular myocyte proliferation markers. Our studies 

suggest that Wnt11 signaling may serve a critical role linking signaling involving hypoxia to 

those involving maturation during perinatal transition.  

II. Clinical Significance 

Characterizing the discernible genetic programs and molecular signaling of the LV vs the RV 

during maturation stages is a very important task, in particular, with regard to the chamber 

specific -adaptation to perinatal circulatory stresses associated with prematurity and CHDs. 

Congenital defects of the heart affect 1% of live births and result in more than 6000 deaths per 

year. Nearly half of these deaths occur in infants during their first year of life. Currently the 

surgical approaches for CHDs are mostly initiated at birth. Post-operatively, these infants suffer 

of heart failure, hypoxemia, inflammation, and many of them remain with a single functional 

ventricle. However, there is gap of knowledge regarding the mechanisms that control the 

molecular signaling of the left ventricle (LV) versus the right ventricle (RV) in health or disease. 

Consequently, current approaches to the unstable sick newborn with a CHD are lacking the 

mechanistic resolution. By completing my thesis project we hope to fill this important gap in 

current knowledge of gene regulation specific to neonatal heart, LV and RV, maturation during 
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this critical window of vulnerability and to extend our discovery with mechanistic and 

translational application in CHDs. 

Congenital Heart Defects- Cardiovascular Development Core (CHD-CvDC) at UCLA 

To set up the foundation to study the mechanism of CHDs and stress response genes, at both 

the molecular and translational levels, we have established the UCLA-Children‟s Discovery 

Institute-CHD-Biospecimen Core. The Core infrastructure is organized to synergize expertise 

from our collaborative team. The Bio-Core will also serve as a portal for UCLA investigators to 

interact with other CHD-CvDC (Cardiovascular Development Consortium) and the NRN 

(Neonatal Research Network). To support a systems level analysis of CHDs we utilize our 

strengths in geomics approaches to facilitate discovery of novel candidate mutations and 

putative cardiac–protective genes by implementing advanced sequencing and integrated 

systems- wise analysis.  To link gene discovery to CHDs we employ three model systems for 

functional studies: 1. Primary cultured cells, 2. Zebrafish models, and 3. Genetically engineered- 

mouse models.  

In conclusion, our study represents a comprehensive framework of the transcriptome landscape 

in neonatal heart providing the essential foundation for functional investigations in postnatal 

heart development and CHDs. Importantly, the implementation of the CDI-CHD-bio core in 

UCLA allowed identifying novel putative mechanisms underlying stress response of heart in the 

context of CHDs. Future mechanistic studies in disease models are underway. 
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III. Thesis Outline 

This chapter has provided an introduction of my thesis projects, including the background of 

neonatal heart development and research tools that are being implemented as well as the 

translational potential of my study. The following chapters will be structured as follows:Chapter 

Two: Layering Transcriptome Complexity of Neonatal Heart during Perinatal Circulatory 

Transition: Global analysis. This chapter describes RNA-seq analysis results which illustrate 

the chamber specific and the stage specific patterns of differentially expressed and alternatively 

spliced genes in neonatal mouse heart during physiological maturation.  Using bioinformatics 

tools and weighted gene co-expression network analysis (WGCNA), we identify module 

Eigengene and potential master regulators associated with perinatal heart maturation. Finally, 

this chapter also includes quantitative validation using qRT-PCR.Chapter Three: Decoding the 

Long Noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) in Neonatal Heart. This chapter focuses on RNA-Seq 

analysis results of lncRNAs profile in neonatal ventricular chambers, including known and novel 

lncRNAs.  The Chapter will establish coordinated lncRNAs/mRNA expression module networks, 

and analyze their regulatory impact on their neighboring genes. In addition, the conservation of 

putative regulatory lncRNAs in human CHDs will be explored. 

Chapter Four: Novel Wnt Mediated Signals in Neonatal Heart. This chapter will include 

characterization of the developmental regulation of Wnt11 and its regulation of cell cycle genes 

in heart chambers during perinatal transition as well as in response to hypoxia.  We will study in 

neonatal rat ventricular myocte (NRVM), zebrafish, neonatal mice, and human congenital heart 

defects. 

Chapter Five: Congenital Heart Defects- Cardiovascular Development Core (CHD-CvDC) 

at UCLA (the Bio Core). This chapter includes description of the core goals, infrastructures and 

work flow.  In addition, a progress report and future directions are included. 
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Chapter Six: Conclusion and Closing Remarks, including discussion of significance, 

innovation, limitations, in addition to translational value and future directions of my project. 
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Figure1. Graphical Abstract 
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Chapter Two 
 

Layering Transcriptome Complexity in 

Neonatal Heart during Perinatal 

Circulatory Transition: Global Analysis 
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I. Summary  

In order to achieve comprehensive characterization of chamber specific transcriptional 

dynamics in neonatal heart during perinatal circulatory transition, we performed deep RNA- 

Sequencing on male newborn mouse heart left and right ventricles at three stages of fetal to 

neonatal transition. Using bioinformatics analysis tools we identified the chamber specific 

expression patterns at different maturation stages. We find neonatal heart transcriptome 

maturation is a tightly regulated process in a spatial and temporal manner not only at the 

transcriptional level, but also via alternative RNA splicing. By implementing weighted gene co-

expression network analysis, we find that each maturation stage can be defined by small 

number of functional modules of co-expressed genes; some of them are unique to one 

chamber. Combined with gene ontology analysis, our results indicate sequential order of 

transcriptional changes in functional pathways involving expression, chromatin organization, 

RNA processing and protein synthesis in both ventricles. In contrast, cellular process and 

molecular signaling were dynamically enriched in chamber specific modules. These coordinately 

regulated genetic programs are likely the driving force of the chamber specific and temporal 

specific transcriptome maturation in neonatal heart. 
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II. Introduction 

More than any other organ the heart has to maintain high level of function. Heart function is 

entitled by two identities, the rhythmicity and the contractility, both are tightly integrated and 

inter-regulated, beat to beat and throughout the life span of the organism.   

Starting from the formation of the linear heart tube, to the formation of heart chambers and 

throughout life, heart development, adaptation and function are controlled by intricate 

transcriptional networks, operating through signaling pathways that have been shown to be 

essential for normal cardiovascular development1-3. With advances in developmental biology, 

studies have demonstrated that these transcriptional networks are precisely driven by key 

transcription factors. In particular, the roles of a handful of key transcription factors, such as 

NKX2.5, GATA4, and TBX5, in early cardiac morphogenesis have been extensively examined, 

and their functional impacts have been clearly demonstrated in knockout mouse models, in 

which perturbation of these key factors can lead to wide spectrum of cardiac anomalies and 

developmental defects1-4.  Being identified as critical molecular basis for structure malformation 

and congenital heart disease, the upstream regulators and downstream effectors of these 

networks and their transcription activators remain under active investigations. However, the 

understanding of the complexity of these regulatory networks continues to evolve. 

With the ultra-rapid advances in sequencing technology it is becoming evident that the RNA 

world, long been encapsulated in the Central Dogma, may in fact orchestrate and fine-tune the 

different aspects of gene regulation explaining, in part, the functional and the phenotypic 

complexity5,6.  Much of these insights about the RNA world have been gained from previous 

transcriptome profiling studies on heart and other organs using microarray methodology. 

However, recent advances in high-throughput sequencing technologies have introduced RNA-

Sequencing (RNA-Seq) as a powerful tool to study transcriptome complexity.  By massively 

parallel sequencing of short reads derived from mRNAs, RNA-Seq allows analysis of all 
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expressed transcripts at individual exon and base pair resolutions, providing quantitative 

identification of previously unknown genes, spliced isoforms and other novel transcript7-12. 

Indeed, the development of RNA-Seq technology has provided us novel knowledge on 

mammalian heart transcriptome complex in heart development and disease7,12, including tight 

expression regulation, extensive splicing and novel transcript clusters. However, such analysis 

is lacking in early neonatal development during perinatal circulatory transition. In particular, the 

chamber specific programs of transcriptome regulation in neonatal mammalian heart are 

unexplored areas. 

Early development of the postnatal heart in mammals is a tightly regulated process that involves  

not only sequential transition in chamber specific hemodynamic load, morphology and function, 

but also dramatic changes in chamber specific–cellular and transcriptional architecture that 

ultimately lead to the mature postnatal heart13-18. However, chamber specific transcriptome 

changes during perinatal transition have not been fully characterized. More importantly, the 

regulatory mechanisms of pathological reprogramming of neonatal heart in response to 

perinatal stresses in the context of prematurity and CHDs are unknown. Therefore, our 

therapeutic approaches to neonatal left versus right heart failure are limited and non-specific.  

In this study, we utilized deep RNA-Sequencing and extensive bioinformatics analysis to 

characterize for the first time the chamber specific transcriptomes in male newborn mouse 

hearts. Our unpreceded comprehensive analysis reveals several new insights to this important 

process that may ultimately lead to chamber targeted therapies during this important window of 

vulnerability. 

III. Methods 

1. Experimental Animals: The experiments were conducted as part of an ongoing study under 

active animal protocol approved by the institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of 

University of California, Los Angeles, California, USA. Animal handling and care followed the 

standards of the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. Pathogen free male and 
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female C57BL/6J mice from the inbred C57BL/6 strain were obtained from Charles River 

Laboratories. After establishment of breeding groups, successful mating was confirmed by plug 

detection. Timed pregnant dams were kept in cages under a 12h light-dark regime with food and 

water ad libitum. At E19.5 C/S delivery was performed and hearts from male pups were excised 

to achieve P0 time point (as specified in item 2). The remaining litters were allowed to deliver 

normally. Male pups and their mothers were kept in the same condition until the pre-decided 

specific end point.  

2. Time points: Male pups hearts were excised at three time points of perinatal circulatory 

transition: P0 (birth before the ductal closure), P3 (establishing postnatal circulation), and P7 

(terminal differentiation of the vast majority of cardiomyocytes based on current literature 

evidence) (on average n=20 male pups per time point). After separating right ventricle tissue en 

bulk, the samples were snap frozen in liquid Nitrogen and stored separately at -80ОC.  

3. Genotyping: The male gender was confirmed by performing gPCR genotyping on genomic 

DNA obtained from pups‟ tails. Only heart samples corresponding to male pups collected at 

each time point were used for subsequent RNA isolation and sequencing libraries preparation. 

4. RNA Isolation: After confirming the male gender, total RNA samples were purified from 

pooled LV and RV tissues, separately, at each time point using RNeasy Mini Kit 250 (QIAGEN), 

according to the manufacturer‟s instructions. DNA contamination was eliminated using RNase-

Free DNase Set (QIAGEN), according to the manufacturer‟s instructions.  

5. cDNA Libraries, RNA-Seq Data Generation and Mapping, Bioinformatics tools: In order 

to prepare the cDNA libraries, 5 μg of total RNA was first processed via ribo-depletion, poly-

Adenine enrichment and fragmentation of the resulting RNA transcripts into short fragments 

(about 200~500nt) by using the fragmentation buffer. Strand–specific cDNA libraries were 

constructed from LV and RV RNA samples at each time point using random hexamer-primed 

reverse transcription and subsequently were used to generate second-strand cDNA using 

RNase H and DNA polymerase. Sequencing adaptors were ligated using the Illumina Paired-
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End sample prep kit. Fragments of ~200 bp were isolated by gel electrophoresis to select the 

suitable fragments for PCR amplification. Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer and ABI StepOnePlus Real-

Time PCR System were used for quantification and evaluation of the library quality.  Lastly, the 

libraries were sequenced according to Illumina HiSeqTM 2000 sequencer protocol (BGI-

Genomics) in paired-end sequencing mode (2 x 90 nt long reads). After quality control steps 

and adaptors removal, the ribosomal RNA (rRNA) contained reads were removed by SOAP 

(Short Oligonucleotide Alignment Program) alignment, then alignment to reference genome 

(UCSC MM9) with Tophat2 was performed using Bowtie. Reference annotation based assembly 

method was implemented to reconstruct the transcripts by using cufflinks. The background 

noise was reduced by employing fragments abundance threshold and coverage analysis, 

considering only those 100 bp or longer. By comparing to reference genome mm9 transcripts 

were filtered based on their categories including the mRNA, the known long noncoding RNAs 

(lncRNAs) and the novel transcripts. Levels of gene and exon expression are quantified using 

RPKM (reads per kilo base per million of mapped reads) measure at stringent cut off values and 

a minimum RPKM value of 3 (1 copy per cell) is required for expressed genes/isoforms. Fisher‟s 

exact test was used to evaluate gene expression differences after normalization by total number 

of mapped reads in each lane using the upper-quartile normalization method. The resulted 

probability values were corrected through the Benjamini and Hochberg method. Gene 

annotation was performed using combined Ref-seq and chromosome M references. To 

characterize the differential expression patterns between LV and RV during maturation, pair- 

wise comparisons were performed across samples. Differentially Expressed (DE) genes are 

defined as those with coefficient of variation ≥0.2 for genes expressed at ≥ 3 RPKM in ≥ 1 

sample.  

6. Alternative RNA Splicing Analysis: Deep RNA-sequencing data of each sample were 

analyzed using MATS package. Types of alternative splicing were classified according to 5 
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tests. Differences in inclusion levels of individual exons were examined in LV vs RV at each 

maturation stage and comparative pair-wise analysis was performed. 

7. Weighted Gene Co-expression Network Analysis19: A signed weighted correlation network 

was constructed first by creating a matrix of pairwise correlation between all pairs of genes 

across the measured samples. Next the adjacency matrix was constructed by raising the co-

expression measure, 0.5+0.5 x correlation matrix, to the power B=12, which is the default value, 

and is interpreted as soft –threshold of the correlation matrix. Based on the resulting adjacency 

matrix, we calculated the topological overlap, which is a robust and biologically meaningful 

measure of network inter-connectedness (that is, the strength of two genes‟ co-expression 

relationship with respect to all other genes in the network). Genes with highly similar co-

expression relationships were grouped together by performing average linkage hierarchical 

clustering on the topological overlap. We used the dynamic hybrid tree cut algorithm20 to cut the 

hierarchical clustering tree, and defined modules as branches from the tree cutting. We 

summarized the expression profile of each module by representing it as the first principle 

component (referred to as module Eigengene). Modules whose Eigengenes were highly 

correlated were merged. Module Hub genes were identified using the module Eigengene based 

connectivity measure kME to calculate module membership values. Genes with highest module 

membership values are referred to as intramedullary hub genes. To validate candidate hub 

genes we used previously published regulatory networks datasets on mouse. Enrichment of 

upstream regulators was determined using the Ingenuity upstream regulator analysis. 

8. Gene ontology analysis: Functional annotation was performed with the Database for 

Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) bioinformatics resource. Gene 

ontology terms shown in this study summarized all similar sub-terms into an overarching term, 

and Benjamani- Hochberg adjusted P values were shown. 
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9. Other Statistical and Computational Methods: For gene expression analysis, the statistical 

significance was assessed by Fisher‟s exact test as described above. Pearson correlation 

coefficients for gene expression validation were calculated in R. All other computational 

procedures were carried out using in-house programs written in Python, Perl, and R. 

10. Validation of DE genes and spliced isoforms variation by RT-PCR and qRT-PCR: The 

first level of validation of RNA-seq data was performed using RT-PCR. In brief, total RNA was 

isolated from pooled male pups LVs and RVs using RNeasy Mini Kit 250 (QIAGEN), according 

to the manufacturers‟ protocol. For reverse transcription, 1ug of total RNA was used to generate 

first strand cDNA with Oligo-dT primer. PCR was performed with Taq DNA polymerase 

(Invitrogen) using C1000 Thermal Cycler (BioRad). The sizes of the PCR products were 

confirmed using 1% Agarose gels. Real-time PCR was performed using the SYBR Green Mix 

(BioRad) on the CFX96 Real-time System (BioRad). A total of 14 candidate genes were 

selected to represent and validate differential gene expression patterns. Then qRT-PCR was 

performed on a subset of selected candidate genes of putative functional significance. Welch‟s 

t-test was used for intergroup comparison. ANOVA was used when comparisons of >2 groups 

were performed. p≤0.05 was considered significant for each category. To simplify primer design 

and subsequent analysis, only alternative splicing events implicating cassette exons were 

verified initially. Ten candidates from different samples were randomly chosen to assess the 

relative abundance of exon inclusion. cDNAs prepared from mouse male pups LVs and RVs at 

each time point were used to carry out qRT-PCR validation with primers targeting the two 

flanking constitutive exons of the splicing site.  

IV. Results 

RNA-Seq Reads and Mapping Results 

We performed deep RNA-Seq on normal male newborn mouse (C57B/6) heart chambers, left 

ventricle (LV) and right ventricle  (RV), at three time points of perinatal circulatory transition: P0 

(prior to the ductal closure), P3, and P7(terminal differentiation of the vast majority of 
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cardiomyocyte). Strand specific libraries were constructed from individual samples in triplicates 

and paired end sequencing was performed using 2100 Ilumina sequencer protocol7.  After 

quality control and raw data filtering steps, we mapped approximately 530 million of paired end 

sequencing reads derived from 18 tissue/stage samples in total. Out of approximately 30 million 

of paired sequencing reads per sample, nearly 75% uniquely mapped to mouse genome in 

average and were retained for downstream bioinformatics and biostatistical analysis (Table1). In 

order to control for technical errors we focused on libraries (17 out of a total 18) that share at 

least 80% similarity with other libraries derived from the same maturation stage. 

Principal component analysis (PCA) suggested two major sources of variation in the data: the 

stage effect that was demonstrated on the PCA1 explaining 76% of data variations, and 

chamber effect that was demonstrated on the PCA2 explaining approximately 19% of data 

variations (Figure2.1.A). Unsupervised hierarchical clustering analysis at the whole transcript 

level revealed that samples of different maturation stages form different clusters. Furthermore, 

samples from the same stage are more similar to each other than samples from separate 

stages regardless of the tissue type. Interestingly, transcripts from both P3 and P7 stages 

clustered closely together but away from P0, indicating robust transcriptome transition during 

P0_P3 maturation window.  Furthermore, the samples from the LV or from the RV exhibited 

distinct clusters at P3 and were increasingly separated at P7 compared to P0, suggesting 

chamber based divergence of transcriptome signature (Figure 2.1.A and B).  

The typical number of expressed genes (≥3RPKM) in individual sample ranged approximately 

from 10,800 to 11,600 genes. In a total of 38,483 expressed genes across samples, 4,700 

significantly varied (variation coefficient across samples ≥0.2), and those were retained for 

downstream comparative analysis and network construction (Figure 2.1.C). Heatmap clustering 

revealed distinct global expression signature in LV and in RV during maturation (Figure2.1.D). 

Consistent with the previous studies7,8 we observed a wide dynamic range of expression values 

varying from about one copy per cell (3 RPKM) (AHCTF1: AT Hook Containing Transcription 
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Factor1)  to > 5 copies per cell (ACTC1: Actin, alpha cardiac muscle1). We found that many 

transcripts of low abundance include transcriptional factors and other functionally important 

genes for cardiac signaling. On the other hand we identified 43 highly abundant genes (>1,000 

RPKM). As predicted, mitochondrial encoded genes and other genes involved in cardiomyocyte 

contractility, energy production and metabolism contributed to >40% of these abundantly 

expressed transcripts in LV and RV in common (Figure 2.1.E). 

Pair Wise Comparative Analysis Reveals Spatial-Temporal Expression Regulation 

Next we performed pair- wise comparative analysis along two schemes: Longitudinal and cross 

section, thereby, to capture the temporal stage specific and the chamber specific expression 

differences between the paired datasets (Figure 2.2.A). We defined significantly DE genes as 

those with expression variation coefficient at least 0.2 between a pair of samples for genes 

expressed at ≥3 RPKM in at least one sample. After normalization by the total number of 

mapped reads using upper quartile method, Fisher‟s exact test was applied and a False 

Discovery Rate (FDR) ≤ 10% was considered significant. Based on our stringent criteria, the 

number of genes with significant expression difference in a pair of samples ranged between 17 

and 243 genes exhibiting chamber specific regulation. In total 203 genes were enriched in LV 

and 244 genes were enriched in RV (Figure2.2.A right). Consistent with the PCA results, the 

number of differentially activated genes and their magnitudes of changes between LV and RV 

are larger at P3 and P7 compared to P0, probably reflecting the higher divergence between LV 

and RV chambers and suggesting a chamber specific changes in response to their specific 

differences in hemodynamic load and physiological adaptation during maturation. In addition, 

we identified top changed genes in LV overall or in RV overall, regardless of the maturation 

stages (adjusted P≤0.005). For example, NRN1 exhibited LV specific induction regardless of 

maturation stage (Figure2.B), while Wnt inhibitors (Wif1 and Sost) were remarkably down 

regulated (by 2-3 folds) in LV compared to RV at any maturation stage (Figure2. 2.B and Figure 

2. 7.B). We referred to these genes as LV specific and RV specific respectively. Using the same 
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cut off value (adjusted P≤0.005) we further identified the set of LV and RV specific genes at 

each maturation stage (Figure2.2.C, and Supplemental Table2). 

On the other hand, the number of genes exhibiting temporal specific regulation in a pair of 

samples ranged between ~1450 and 3,100 genes. Approximately 50% of the DE genes in 

temporal manner were enriched during P0_P3 maturation widow and 50% were enriched during 

P3_P7 maturation window. Notably, the temporally regulated genes were enriched in RV during 

P0_P3 transition and in LV during P3_P7 transition indicating distinct temporal regulation 

pattern in LV compared to RV during maturation (Figure2.2.A right). We further identified the 

gene sets exhibiting significant divergence, LV vs RV, at a given maturation window. For 

example, the gene PPIP5K2 (diphosphoinositol pentakisphosphate kinase 2) encoding an 

important cell signaling molecule Diphosphoinositol  demonstrated divergent regulation in RV 

compared to LV at P0_P3 window, and the cell cycle gene CDC25C (Cell Division Cycle 25C) 

and other cell cycle genes exhibited divergent temporal regulation at P3_P7 maturation window. 

These examples represent a chamber specific panel of dynamic regulation. Together, our fine-

tuned results indicate that both left and right ventricles exhibit a chamber specific transcriptome 

dynamics in both pattern and magnitude during maturation. 

Alternative RNA Splicing Analysis Reveals Spatial –Temporal Splicing Signature  

Our strand specific deep RNA-Seq allowed us to perform alternative splicing analysis. We 

examined the genome- wide differences in inclusion levels of individual exons using MATS 

package. As inputs we used our read mapping results described above and the set of Ensembl-

defined genes and their spliced exon variants. We first examined the absolute isoform 

expression to determine alterations in the abundance of individual exons of alternatively spliced 

genes in each chamber/stage dataset. For genes with multiple transcript isoforms, we detected 

a total of 1162 alternatively spliced exon events with isoforms expression level ≥3 RPKM in at 

least 1 sample reaching significance threshold.  We observed spliced variants for numerous 

genes known to undergo alternative splicing in cardiac tissues, with Titin as one well-known 
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example. Furthermore, our analysis revealed numerous exons are differentially included in their 

respective transcripts between LV and RV (chamber specific), and in either LV or RV, or both at 

P0 compared to P3 or P7 (temporal specific). In contrast to our findings in overall gene 

expression, more genes were found to have chamber specific deferentially included exons at P0 

and P7 compared to P3, suggesting significant differential, LV versus RV, isoform usage at 

different stages of neonatal heart maturation (Figure2.3.A). Notably, the overlap between DE 

genes and AS events is either absent or minimal indicating that different sets of genes being 

regulated either via transcription regulation or by post transcriptional processing via alternative 

splicing (Figure2.3.B). Altogether, 1162 alternatively spliced exon events with significant 

differential isoform specific expression changes were identified in at least one chamber/stage 

sample (adjusted P value ≤ 0.05), mostly involving protein-coding genes.  

Alternative RNA splicing types were classified along 5 different alternative splicing tests: 

Alternative 3‟ Splicing Site (A3SS), Alternative 5‟ Splicing Site (A5SS), Mutually Exclusive Exon 

(MXE), Retained Intron (RI), and Skipping Exon (SE). Not surprisingly, Skipping Exon (SE) 

accounted for 44% of alternative splicing events across the samples, and a substantial fraction 

(20%) resulted from mutually exclusive exon splicing events (MXE) (Figure2.3.A). 

Intriguingly, among genes subjected to alternative RNA splicing regulation during maturation we 

identified approximately 80 alternative RNA splicing events involving cell cycle regulation genes. 

Quantitative analysis revealed significant difference in exon utilization events between LV and 

RV, driving our focus to further characterize these events in future studies. Together, this deep 

RNA-Sequencing study has provided us novel insights into alternative splicing contribution to 

chamber specific transcriptome complex during normal maturation which also set up the 

foundation for our future analysis on single splicing regulator and splicing events.    

Distinct Chamber-Specific and Stage-Specific Gene Ontology (GO) Enrichment 

To determine the functional features of the differentially expressed genes and alternative 

isoforms we performed GO analysis (Figure2.4.A). As expected we found among the DE genes, 
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cell cycle processes were enriched at P0.  Furthermore, while lipid metabolism was over-

represented biological function at P3 compared to P0, Glycolysis process was enriched at P0 in 

both ventricles. We utilized this notion to validate our RNA-Seq expression data. Using qRT-

PCR we tested the expression levels of 14 selected genes exhibiting differential enrichment at 

P0 and P3 that are involved in fatty acid beta oxidation and glycolysis. The concordance 

between RNA-seq and qRT-PCR expression data was almost complete indicating a 

synchronized metabolic switch from glycolysis to fatty acid utilization at P3 in both ventricular 

chambers (Figure2.4.B), thereby validating the sensitivity of deep RNA-seq in monitoring highly 

dynamic biological processes such as metabolism.  

Among the genes subjected to differential alternative splicing regulation, heart muscle structure, 

metabolism, and DNA methylation are overrepresented functions. To our interest, based on GO 

analysis of RNA-Seq data we observed significant differential enrichment of cell cycle and Wnt 

signaling GO terms among DE and splicing regulated genes, both in chamber specific and 

stage specific manners (Figures2.4.A), again, directing our focus to further characterize the 

functional significance of this novel observation (Chapter 4). 

Weighted Gene Co-Expression Network Analysis Reveals Module Eigengenes 

To understand the co-expression relationships between genes at a systematic level, we 

performed weighted gene co-expression network analysis (WGCNA)19,20 (Figure2.5.A,B) and 

Figure2.6.A,B). When mRNA transcripts (≥3RPKM, CV ≥0.2) were subjected to WGCNAs, 

multiple gene-network modules were obtained. We decided to focus initially on modules that 

were shared by LV and RV so that common properties of ventricular chambers at each 

maturation stage could be revealed. Out of 11 co- expression modules, 7 modules of interest 

were identified exhibiting concordant stage specific expression values in LV and RV, that is, 

these modules are comprised of genes that tend to be overexpressed at a single stage of 

maturation in both ventricles using a cutoff value of R≥0.7, P≤0.005 (Figure2.6). Module 

Eigengenes (i.e., the first principal component of a given module, which can be considered a 
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representative of the gene expression in a module across all maturation stages in LV and RV) 

are presented in Figure 2.5.B. In total, 3602 genes were part of mouse heart stage specific 

modules at P0, 171 genes at P3, and 605 genes at P7, revealing the greatest changes in gene 

expression in neonatal heart were between P0 and P3. In contrast, gradual activation occurred 

between P3 and P7. Together, these data reflect a stepwise transition in requirement of new 

transcripts that are, based on GO and pathway analysis, involved in chromatin organization and 

RNA processing at P0, intracellular organelle formation and metabolism at P3, and signaling, 

protein synthesis, mitochondrion and multicellular organ development at P7 (Figure2.6.B.). 

Notably, the P0 modules undergo sharp degradation during P0_P3 window, whereas the P3 

modules exhibit gradual degradation or activation during P3_P7 window in both ventricles. 

Remarkably, these stage specific modules overlapped in LV and in RV across maturation 

stages including the conserved sequential activation of fundamental enrichment changes, 

although they exhibited some divergence in the timing at P3 and P7 between LV and RV during 

which many mitochondrion, protein synthesis and organ development related transcripts are 

upregulated. Together, the functional enrichment of overlapped stage-specific genes mostly 

reflects the overall network function in both ventricles. In conclusion, these highly preserved 

module gene networks in LV and RV likely represent the transcriptional architecture of key 

cardiac developmentally regulated programs during postnatal heart maturation.  

After re-evaluating the modules according to LV or RV, only 2 modules out of the 8 stage-

correlated modules, involving a total of 607 genes, survived our stringent criteria exhibiting 

double (stage and tissue) specificity (Figure2.7.A) suggesting stationary regulation in RV or LV 

at P3 and P7 respectively involving a total of 607 genes. These modules indeed represented 

distinct chamber and temporal specific correlation. Remarkably, when these modules were 

examined in combination with functional ontology analysis, key cellular processes, including 

proliferation, differentiation, motility, adhesion and apoptosis, were enriched in these modules. 

Furthermore, major signaling pathways were differentially regulated in chamber and temporal 
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specific manner, including Wnt, calcium binding, notch and small GTPase signaling pathways 

(Figure2.7. A,B), suggesting these cellular signaling mechanisms as key players orchestrating 

the chamber specific cellular and molecular programs and thus major focus of our functional 

studies (Chapter4).  

Together, mRNA analysis revealed that LV and RV share many core gene transcriptional 

programs during fetal to neonatal transition, although minimal stationary divergence in their 

cellular function and signaling signature was observed, probably reflecting chamber specific 

differences in LV and RV hemodynamic load and postnatal function.  Interestingly, among these 

stage specific modules six exhibited significant reciprocal coordinated transition between P0 

and P7 revealing robust transition, although there is some divergence in the timing at P3 

between LV and RV (Figure 2,6. A). Together, these stage specific and chamber specific 

modules probably represent key gene networks operating in each postnatal maturation stage. 

Weighted Gene Co-Expression Network Analysis Reveals Potential Network Regulators 

Hub-gene-network analysis of the modules revealed a hierarchical organization of highly 

connected genes in each module, through which key controlling (hub) genes in the stage 

specific modular network can be identified. We utilized intra-modular gene connectivity measure 

(kME) to identify intramodular hub genes. We defined hub genes as those centrally positioned 

and significantly correlated (kME≥0.95, P≤10-10) with their respective modules and may thus be 

critical components within the module network. According to these criteria we identified a total of 

304 hub genes across the stage specific modules, of them, 48 were members of the double 

specific-modules (tissue and stage specific modules). 

Significant number of genes was independently identified as hub genes in a separate, 

previously published data set. For example, Sox4, member of the purple module is consistently 

identified and verified as a hub gene21, regulating memory CD8⁺ T-cell development. Indeed this 

module is enriched with genes involved in hemopoietic or lymphoid organ development such as 

KLF11 and IL15. Notably, Sox4 has been implicated in cardiac ventricle development and mitral 
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valve morphogenesis, therefore may have functional impact in ventricular maturation. Another 

previously validated hub gene22 is FOXC1. This gene encodes the forkhead box C1, a 

transcription factor which is characterized by a distinct DNA-binding forkhead domain. Although 

the specific function of this gene has not yet been determined, it has been implicated in muscle 

cell differentiation and in cardiac development regulated by Wnt and TGF-B signaling. Indeed 

the corresponding module is enriched with other co-regulated genes involved in regulating 

cardiomyocyte and striated muscle cell differentiation such as MDK and ID2 (Figure 2.8). 

We also identified a number of new hub genes (not previously verified in an independent data 

set) such as KLF4 encoding Kruppel-like factor 4 protein, a negative regulator of cell 

proliferation involved in mesodermal cell fate determination. Of note, it has been shown that 

KLF4 regulates isoproterenol-induced cardiac hypertrophy by modulating myocardin expression 

and activity.  Together, these results suggest that some intramodular hubs are probably key 

players in postnatal heart maturation providing novel candidate for future mechanistic studies.  

Together, LV and RV share many core transcriptional programs during fetal to neonatal 

transition, but diverge in their stage specific timing and to minimal extent cellular function and 

signaling, probably reflecting chamber specific differences in LV and RV hemodynamic load and 

postnatal function. 

V. Discussion 

In this study, we utilized deep RNA-Sequencing and extensive bioinformatics analysis to 

characterize, for the first time, the chamber specific transcriptomes in male newborn mouse 

hearts during perinatal circulatory transition. We catalogued all the transcripts expressed within 

a specific tissue (LV vs RV) at a particular maturation stage, determined the De novo differential 

splicing patterns, and quantified the differential expression of transcripts and isoforms. By 

implementing WGCNA analysis, we defined each maturation stage by small number of 

functional modules of co-expressed genes; some of them exhibited a tissue specific signature. 

Combined with gene ontology analysis, our results indicate sequential order of transcriptional 
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changes in RNA processing, metabolism, protein synthesis and growth, and chamber specific 

dynamics in cellular processes and molecular signaling. These co-coordinated genetic 

programs appear to be driven by novel candidates (hubs) that are likely to be a key in regulating 

the stage specific and fine tuning the chamber specific transcriptome maturation programs in 

neonatal heart setting up the foundation for our functional analysis (Chapter 4).  

Indeed, we delineated significant developmental transcriptional dynamics related to each 

maturation stage.  Although the molecular differences between LV and RV were not as robust, 

we uncovered dynamic regulation of chamber specific signaling that may have significant 

functional impact during this critical and highly sensitive transition, including Wnt signaling 

(Chapter 4). In addition, addressing the important question “what determines chamber specific 

response to stress in health and disease”, our data suggest other increasingly recognized 

players of transcriptome programming including alternative RNA splicing, lncRNAs and 

epigenetic mechanisms. Alternative RNA splicing is increasingly recognized as a major player in 

transcriptome regulation expanding proteomic diversity and explaining, in part, the phenotypic 

complexity in mammals18,22. A previous study illustrated splicing dynamics in regulating early 

postnatal heart development and implicated the splicing factor Celf1 in regulating cellular 

trafficking via alternative RNA splicing23. However, to what extent alternative RNA splicing 

contributes to chamber specific transcriptome maturation in neonatal heart has not been 

explored. To this end, our study, to the best of our knowledge, is the first transcriptome profiling 

of alternative RNA splicing in neonatal ventricular chambers during maturation. We established 

that chamber specific RNA splicing program is an integral part of the chamber specific 

transcriptome during early postnatal maturation implying that RNA splicing regulation in early 

heart maturation is a well-coordinated process, perhaps involving dynamically regulated trans-

acting splicing regulators. Indeed, we identified several DNA methylation and candidate RNA-

binding genes that are differentially regulated, probably contributing to the temporal variation of 

isoform expression during cardiac maturation, representing novel targets for future mechanistic 
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studies to understand this important process in neonatal heart maturation. Furthermore, we 

expand our transcriptome studies to characterize lncRNA landscape (Chapter 3).  

Consistent with a previous transcriptome study including fetal and postnatal hearts (E15 to 

P30)12, our data reveals a metabolic switch from glycolysis to fatty acid oxidation as major 

source for energy production. Furthermore, by verifying complete suppression of glycolysis 

pathway and activation of fatty acid β-oxidation pathway at P3, our study delineates a time 

course of concordant metabolic switch in left and right ventricle. Whether and how metabolic 

stress, such as changes of nutrition substrate and caloric restriction, could impact the process of 

metabolic switch in neonatal heart in normal and disease conditions are intriguing questions for 

future investigations. 

Consistent with the same study12 our data also demonstrates global down-regulation of cell 

cycle programs after birth. However, in contrast to previous study our data reveals divergence in 

timing and regulation in LV and RV during maturation windows. Furthermore, divergent 

regulation of other cellular programs, including differentiation and apoptosis, was also observed.  

In parallel, we observed distinct and fine-tuned temporal regulation of cellular signaling pathway 

revealed in our deep sequencing data, providing novel basis for chamber specificity that we 

further examined in Chapter Four.. 

Our study demonstrated that RNA-Sequencing is a very sensitive tool that markedly improved 

transcriptome quantification at both individual transcript and system levels. The findings extend 

our knowledge of the transcriptional architecture, sequential order of gene activation, and 

genetic programming for early postnatal maturation. Our systems analysis demonstrates that 

the transcriptional organization is highly preserved in LV and RV, highlighting developmentally 

conserved molecular process including key genes that drive mammalian heart postnatal 

development and providing the foundation for future studies aiming to explore how these co-

expressed modules can account for chamber specific function, and adaptation to stress and 

disease conditions. Therefore, our study has direct translational value. 
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Limitations 

Of course, our study has limitations. Firstly, because the findings are mainly based on 

bioinformatic observations, their functional relevance would need to be established at molecular 

and cellular levels in experimental models in vivo. Moreover, the key regulators responsible for 

transcription and splicing changes during development and disease may involve known or novel 

genes and they may work together to achieve the global changes observed in heart. Therefore, 

simple gain or loss of function studies may not be effective. A combinational systemic approach 

and functional biology studies may be necessary.  

 Secondly, given technical challenges, we kept the interventricular septum (IVS) tissue with the 

left ventricle, although developmentally and anatomically it belongs to left and right ventricle. 

This may impact the specificity of our analysis. To verify our target gene we selected to use total 

RNA isolated from the ventricular free wall (LV or RV) to eliminate confounding by the septum 

contamination. Further, several single cell RNA-Seq techniques have been developed recently, 

making it feasible to analyze the heart transcriptome at the single cell and single base 

resolution, unfolding the heterogeneity of cardiac cells, in addition to adding values to their 

functional prediction. 

Finally, in this study, we focused on WT B57/Bl6 neonatal mouse. Whether the findings can be 

generalized to other strains is unclear, and the relevance to human heart needs to be explored. 

Obtaining comparative transcriptome analysis on rat heart chambers will likely provide 

significant insights of conserved and vital patterns of DE genes and AS events in LV vs RV 

during maturation across strains and provide concrete basis to explore the mechanisms of 

maturation and stress response in neonatal chambers. 

Collectively, the information obtained from this study will serve as a reference foundation to 

understand transcriptome reprogramming and dysregulation in response to early life stress and 

CHDs. We anticipate the continued interrogation of the datasets presented herein with systems 

multi-omic and functional studies to reveal previously unknown features of gene expression, 
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function, and regulation during this important window to enhance our understanding of the 

distinct genetic programs dictating chamber specificity during maturation in human in health and 

disease. 

VI. Figure Legend 

Figure2.1. Transcriptome Landscape Analysis in Neonatal Heart Chambers  

A. Principle Component Analysis (PCA). Expression patterns derived from left ventricle 

(LV) and right ventricle (RV) samples at 3 stages of perinatal transition (total 17 tissue/stage 

samples). B. Unsupervised hieratical clustering. Samples from LV highlighted in pink and from 

RV highlighted in blue. C. Schematics. Gene expression analysis algorithm (left); chamber 

specific distribution of abundant genes and low expressed genes (right). D. Heatmap. 

Expression variation patterns of genes in neonatal heart (n=4,725 genes), in RV (n=4,551 

genes) and LV (n=4,943) separately across maturation stages. E. Schematics. List and 

distribution of chamber specific and common highly expressed (abundant) genes 

(≥1000RPKM). 

Figure2.2. Dynamic Transcriptome Regulation in Left and Right Ventricles 

A. Schematics.  Differential expression (DE) pair- wise comparative analysis algorithm. DE 

Gene distribution (FDR≤10%). Numbers represent DE genes in each tissue/stage comparison. 

B. Chamber specific distribution of top varied genes (adjusted p≤0.005) in LV overall vs RV 

overall across maturation stages. Barplot. Top changed gene enriched in LV (red) vs RV (green) 

across maturation stages. Heatmap.  Representation of relative enrichment of the top changed 

genes (22) in LV throughout maturation. Shematics.  List and distribution of chamber specific 

top changed genes. C. Chamber specific distribution of top varied gene (adjusted 

p≤0.005) in LV vs RV at each maturation time point. Barplots. Top changed gene enriched in LV 

(red) vs RV (green) at each maturation stage.  

Figure2.3. Alternative RNA Splicing Analysis 
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A. Bargraphs. Differential expression (DE) analysis. Pair-wise comparative analysis of 

genome wide alternative splicing frequency in LV vs RV at each maturation stage. Graph 

pattern represents the type of alternative splicing event. Schematics.  Representation of 

alternative splicing types. B. Venn Diagrams. Chamber specific distribution of DE genes and/or 

alternative splicing (AS) events at each maturation stage. C. Alternative splicing of cell 

cycle genes. Venn Diagrams. Overall distribution of DE genes and AS events involving cell 

cycle genes. Baragraphs. DE analysis. Pair-wise comparative analysis of alternative splicing 

frequency in LV vs RV at each maturation stage. Graph pattern represent the type of alternative 

splicing event. D. Chamber Specific exon enrichment of cell cycle regulation genes. Values 

represents exon inclusion difference. LV in pink LV, RV in blue.  

Figure2.4. Gene Ontology (GO) Analysis  

A.  Schematics. Top significant GO enriched terms at each maturation stage (corrected 

p≤0.01). B. qRT-PCR validation of metabolic switch during P0_P3 maturation window. 

Values represent P3/P0 fold change of relative expression (n=14 genes: fatty acid metabolism 

(8 genes) and glucose metabolism (6 genes). 

Figure2.5. Weighted Gene Co-expression Network Analysis (WGCNA) of Neonatal Mouse 

Heart  

A. Cluster dendrogram.  WGCNA of all samples identifies 11 distinct module Eigengene 

(ME). Modules corresponding to branches are labeled by colors and the number of genes in 

each module is indicated. B. ME Heatmap representing expression of 11 module Eigengenes. 

Figure2.6. Preserved Stage Specific Sequential Activation in Left and Right Ventricles  

A. Module phenotype correlation. Reciprocal module activation waves between P0 and P7 

Chamber specific temporal transition at P3. B. Bargraphs. Expression of stage specific 

modules averaged across all samples. Concordant module expression signatures and 

preserved sequential activation in LV and RV during maturation stages. Text Boxes. Functional 

GO enrichment of gene sets representing each maturation stage. 
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Figure2.7. Chamber Specific Dynamics 

A. Heatmap. ME expression patterns. Bargraphs. Expression of chamber specific modules 

averaged across all samples. Text Boxes. Modules are biologically characterized with significant 

category enrichments (corrected P≤0.001). B. Representative Genes SOST and WIF1 

(Magenta), SOX17, CTNNBIPI, and LRP1(Yellow).  Chamber specific dynamic regulation of 

Wnt inhibitors at P3 and P7. 

Figure2.8. Candidate Module Hub Gene 

Heatmap representing coordinated activation of cellular differentiation genes at P3 (Magenta 

Module). FOXC1 (labeled Red):  identified candidate hub gene (RNA-Seq). 

Table2.1. Top hat alignment summary 
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VII. Figure2. Graphical Abstract 
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Figure2.1. Transcriptome Landscape in Neonatal Heart Chambers 
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Figure2.2. Dynamic Transcriptome Regulation in Left and Right Ventricles 
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Figure2.3. Alternative RNA Splicing Analysis 
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Figure2.4. Gene Ontology Analysis 
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Figure2.5. Weighted Gene Co-expression Network Analysis (WGCNA) of Neonatal 
Mouse Heart 
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Figure2.6. Coordinated Stage Specific Sequential Activation in Left and Right 

Ventricles 
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Figure2.7. Chamber Specific Temporal Activation  
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Gene

TNC 7.443 11.479 8.784 6.829 6.520 4.952

PTGS1 10.608 8.766 7.779 5.945 5.711 5.281

CYTL1 16.237 10.152 12.418 6.705 6.015 8.828

EPHA7 4.905 4.615 4.851 3.457 4.250 3.454

JAG1 5.238 4.445 5.054 3.936 4.520 3.022

MDK 67.581 75.064 75.573 51.493 52.341 50.311

EDNRB 46.304 37.255 29.179 21.637 23.913 26.149

SDC1 11.673 10.988 11.007 9.971 9.899 8.363

ID2 50.246 53.792 44.268 35.994 32.132 35.524

SALL1 7.647 7.820 4.988 2.755 2.641 2.278

FOXC1 10.517 9.321 7.441 5.525 4.719 5.180

BOC 4.094 4.211 4.377 3.037 2.764 2.546

IGFBP5 241.450 194.660 138.214 109.635 97.308 109.270

LVP3RVP3

Figure2.8. Candidate Module Hub Gene  
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sample renamed total read pairs total mapped pairs% mapped total junctions total deletions total insertions total sense genic pairs% sense genic total antisense genic pairs% antisense genictotal intergenic pairs% intergenic

P01L LVP0_rep1 33,981,096      26,235,446      77% 151,502           57,133             38,715             23,560,752      90% 628,834           2% 1,332,819        5%

P01R RVP0_rep1 29,849,704      22,597,957      76% 140,701           45,287             36,594             20,216,870      89% 517,287           2% 1,251,378        6%

P02L LVP0_rep2 25,550,652      18,890,931      74% 138,331           39,919             28,307             16,914,045      90% 439,740           2% 1,028,370        5%

P02R RVP0_rep2 27,920,668      20,546,128      74% 137,513           43,096             30,841             18,290,872      89% 492,208           2% 1,175,828        6%

P3L2 LVP3_rep2 32,384,490      23,695,456      73% 139,361           44,909             29,945             20,787,956      88% 582,359           2% 1,639,664        7%

P3R2 RVP3_rep2 23,998,422      17,703,809      74% 126,379           33,147             27,677             15,534,066      88% 450,343           3% 1,191,773        7%

P7L1 LVP7_rep1 30,138,950      23,018,699      76% 134,859           36,816             28,561             20,160,224      88% 600,191           3% 1,604,591        7%

P7L2 LVP7_rep2 28,628,517      20,925,151      73% 131,166           32,229             27,225             18,165,126      87% 543,588           3% 1,581,078        8%

P7L3 LVP7_rep3 30,823,501      23,765,691      77% 132,631           33,762             30,156             20,843,863      88% 617,352           3% 1,621,879        7%

P7R1 RVP7_rep1 30,651,873      23,464,481      77% 133,104           35,677             27,464             20,501,149      87% 567,311           2% 1,671,237        7%

P7R2 RVP7_rep2 31,973,131      23,570,260      74% 139,417           37,087             31,187             20,773,896      88% 579,835           2% 1,584,262        7%

P7R3 RVP7_rep3 32,638,590      24,974,268      77% 137,170           37,047             31,200             21,985,060      88% 644,991           3% 1,639,711        7%

sample1-LVP0 LVP0_rep3 30,592,110      23,697,628      77% 142,557           47,626             45,658             21,151,115      89% 582,245           2% 1,261,518        5%

sample1-LVP3 LVP3_rep1 31,987,289      24,877,128      78% 147,696           51,825             40,955             22,294,978      90% 604,138           2% 1,383,014        6%

sample2-RVP0 RVP0_rep3 30,098,480      22,802,285      76% 140,603           45,741             42,444             20,435,218      90% 531,862           2% 1,227,017        5%

sample2-RVP3 RVP3_rep1 33,453,826      25,755,793      77% 146,986           52,224             44,262             22,828,599      89% 630,731           2% 1,632,649        6%

sample5-LVP3 LVP3_rep3 30,235,352      23,704,723      78% 141,658           44,546             40,266             21,029,797      89% 594,278           3% 1,416,149        6%

sample6-RVP3 RVP3_rep3 28,345,871      21,944,609      77% 141,604           42,044             36,579             19,435,997      89% 527,792           2% 1,408,610        6%

mapping filtering

sample renamed total read pairs total mapped pairs% mapped total junctions total deletions total insertions total sense genic pairs% sense genic total antisense genic pairs% antisense genictotal intergenic pairs% intergenic

P01L LVP0_rep1 33,981,096      26,235,446      77% 151,502           57,133             38,715             23,560,752      90% 628,834           2% 1,332,819        5%

P01R RVP0_rep1 29,849,704      22,597,957      76% 140,701           45,287             36,594             20,216,870      89% 517,287           2% 1,251,378        6%

P02L LVP0_rep2 25,550,652      18,890,931      74% 138,331           39,919             28,307             16,914,045      90% 439,740           2% 1,028,370        5%

P02R RVP0_rep2 27,920,668      20,546,128      74% 137,513           43,096             30,841             18,290,872      89% 492,208           2% 1,175,828        6%

P3L2 LVP3_rep2 32,384,490      23,695,456      73% 139,361           44,909             29,945             20,787,956      88% 582,359           2% 1,639,664        7%

P3R2 RVP3_rep2 23,998,422      17,703,809      74% 126,379           33,147             27,677             15,534,066      88% 450,343           3% 1,191,773        7%

P7L1 LVP7_rep1 30,138,950      23,018,699      76% 134,859           36,816             28,561             20,160,224      88% 600,191           3% 1,604,591        7%

P7L2 LVP7_rep2 28,628,517      20,925,151      73% 131,166           32,229             27,225             18,165,126      87% 543,588           3% 1,581,078        8%

P7L3 LVP7_rep3 30,823,501      23,765,691      77% 132,631           33,762             30,156             20,843,863      88% 617,352           3% 1,621,879        7%

P7R1 RVP7_rep1 30,651,873      23,464,481      77% 133,104           35,677             27,464             20,501,149      87% 567,311           2% 1,671,237        7%

P7R2 RVP7_rep2 31,973,131      23,570,260      74% 139,417           37,087             31,187             20,773,896      88% 579,835           2% 1,584,262        7%

P7R3 RVP7_rep3 32,638,590      24,974,268      77% 137,170           37,047             31,200             21,985,060      88% 644,991           3% 1,639,711        7%

sample1-LVP0 LVP0_rep3 30,592,110      23,697,628      77% 142,557           47,626             45,658             21,151,115      89% 582,245           2% 1,261,518        5%

sample1-LVP3 LVP3_rep1 31,987,289      24,877,128      78% 147,696           51,825             40,955             22,294,978      90% 604,138           2% 1,383,014        6%

sample2-RVP0 RVP0_rep3 30,098,480      22,802,285      76% 140,603           45,741             42,444             20,435,218      90% 531,862           2% 1,227,017        5%

sample2-RVP3 RVP3_rep1 33,453,826      25,755,793      77% 146,986           52,224             44,262             22,828,599      89% 630,731           2% 1,632,649        6%

sample5-LVP3 LVP3_rep3 30,235,352      23,704,723      78% 141,658           44,546             40,266             21,029,797      89% 594,278           3% 1,416,149        6%

sample6-RVP3 RVP3_rep3 28,345,871      21,944,609      77% 141,604           42,044             36,579             19,435,997      89% 527,792           2% 1,408,610        6%

mapping filtering

sample renamed total read pairs total mapped pairs% mapped total junctions total deletions total insertions total sense genic pairs% sense genic total antisense genic pairs% antisense genictotal intergenic pairs% intergenic

P01L LVP0_rep1 33,981,096      26,235,446      77% 151,502           57,133             38,715             23,560,752      90% 628,834           2% 1,332,819        5%

P01R RVP0_rep1 29,849,704      22,597,957      76% 140,701           45,287             36,594             20,216,870      89% 517,287           2% 1,251,378        6%

P02L LVP0_rep2 25,550,652      18,890,931      74% 138,331           39,919             28,307             16,914,045      90% 439,740           2% 1,028,370        5%

P02R RVP0_rep2 27,920,668      20,546,128      74% 137,513           43,096             30,841             18,290,872      89% 492,208           2% 1,175,828        6%

P3L2 LVP3_rep2 32,384,490      23,695,456      73% 139,361           44,909             29,945             20,787,956      88% 582,359           2% 1,639,664        7%

P3R2 RVP3_rep2 23,998,422      17,703,809      74% 126,379           33,147             27,677             15,534,066      88% 450,343           3% 1,191,773        7%

P7L1 LVP7_rep1 30,138,950      23,018,699      76% 134,859           36,816             28,561             20,160,224      88% 600,191           3% 1,604,591        7%

P7L2 LVP7_rep2 28,628,517      20,925,151      73% 131,166           32,229             27,225             18,165,126      87% 543,588           3% 1,581,078        8%

P7L3 LVP7_rep3 30,823,501      23,765,691      77% 132,631           33,762             30,156             20,843,863      88% 617,352           3% 1,621,879        7%

P7R1 RVP7_rep1 30,651,873      23,464,481      77% 133,104           35,677             27,464             20,501,149      87% 567,311           2% 1,671,237        7%

P7R2 RVP7_rep2 31,973,131      23,570,260      74% 139,417           37,087             31,187             20,773,896      88% 579,835           2% 1,584,262        7%

P7R3 RVP7_rep3 32,638,590      24,974,268      77% 137,170           37,047             31,200             21,985,060      88% 644,991           3% 1,639,711        7%

sample1-LVP0 LVP0_rep3 30,592,110      23,697,628      77% 142,557           47,626             45,658             21,151,115      89% 582,245           2% 1,261,518        5%

sample1-LVP3 LVP3_rep1 31,987,289      24,877,128      78% 147,696           51,825             40,955             22,294,978      90% 604,138           2% 1,383,014        6%

sample2-RVP0 RVP0_rep3 30,098,480      22,802,285      76% 140,603           45,741             42,444             20,435,218      90% 531,862           2% 1,227,017        5%

sample2-RVP3 RVP3_rep1 33,453,826      25,755,793      77% 146,986           52,224             44,262             22,828,599      89% 630,731           2% 1,632,649        6%

sample5-LVP3 LVP3_rep3 30,235,352      23,704,723      78% 141,658           44,546             40,266             21,029,797      89% 594,278           3% 1,416,149        6%

sample6-RVP3 RVP3_rep3 28,345,871      21,944,609      77% 141,604           42,044             36,579             19,435,997      89% 527,792           2% 1,408,610        6%

mapping filtering

Table2.1. Tophat Alignment Summary 
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I. Summary 

Although much progress has been made in our understanding to the transcriptome 

programming during cardiac development and pathological remodeling in adult heart, very little 

is known about the transcriptome regulation during the perinatal period in heart.  Especially, the 

expression profiles of long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) in neonatal heart have not been 

reported, representing a major gap in our current knowledge.   

In this chapter, we report our results from comprehensive analysis of chamber specific 

transcriptome derived from neonatal mouse hearts, focusing on the noncoding transcripts. In a 

total of 46845 unique genes detected in our dataset, 22790 known lncRNAs were identified and 

2837 un-annotated novel lncRNAs were discovered.   Dynamic regulation along maturation was 

observed for many lncRNAs involving both known and novel transcripts. By implementing 

parallel weighted gene co-expression network analysis (WGCNA) of mRNA and lncRNA 

datasets, we identified hundreds of lncRNAs coordinately expressed in a developmental stage 

specific manner similar to protein coding genes, while only few of them exhibited chamber 

specific regulation. More remarkably, at least 67% of the highly regulated lncRNAs significantly 

correlate with the mRNA levels of their corresponding neighboring protein coding genes, 

suggesting potential regulatory function. Importantly, we validated two lncRNA expressions 

having significant impacts on the corresponding mRNA partners in cardiomyocytes.  Moreover, 

we verified the conservation and concordant regulation of lncRNAs and corresponding mRNAs 

in human infantile hearts.  

To our knowledge, this is the first transcriptome profiling focusing on the perinatal period in 

heart with a particular focus on lncRNAs. The data provides a high-resolution landscape on 

neonatal cardiac lncRNA transcriptome as an essential basis for functional investigations in 

postnatal heart development and congenital heart disease.   
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II. Introduction  
 

Chamber-specific and temporally orchestrated perinatal cardiac growth and maturation is critical 

to functional adaptation of heart to the dramatic changes in hemodynamic load and nutrient 

environment. Perturbation of this process may have major implications in congenital heart 

defects (CHDs)1-3. However, the molecular mechanisms of transcriptome programming in 

neonatal heart chambers during maturation in health and disease are poorly understood. 

The long noncoding RNA transcripts (lncRNAs) have increasingly expanded the total functional 

complexity of transcriptome. In parallel to current advancement of genome-wide transcriptome 

characterization, there is a growing interest in deciphering the role of the lncRNAs in biology 

and disease4-7. Featuring temporal regulation, species and tissue specificities, as well as 

functional diversity5-7, it is increasingly evident that lncRNAs play an important role in regulating 

gene expression at different levels, including chromatin modification and post‐transcriptional 

editing.  

Emerging as potent regulators, the importance of lncRNAs is increasingly recognized in heart 

development and pathogenesis7-11. Several reports have identified hundreds of lncRNAs 

enriched in heart, dynamically transcribed during development and differentially regulated in 

disease, including Myht (myheart)9, Bvht (Braveheart)10 and Miat11. However, transcriptome-wide 

lncRNAs profiling and functional categories in neonatal heart during maturation and disease 

have not been explored. 

III. Methods  
 

All experimental protocols were approved by the University of California Los Angeles (UCLA) 

Animal Care and Use Committee. Human heart specimens were obtained from the UCLA-CHD- 

Bio Core in accordance to regulation of the UCLA-Institutional review board (#13-000646).  
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1. RNA-sequencing and bioinformatics analysis: Strand specific RNA-seq was performed 

using total RNA samples prepared from male C57B/6 mouse left ventricle (LV) and right 

ventricle (RV) at day 0 (P0, prior to the ductal closure), day 3 (P3, transition), and day 7 (P7, 

terminal differentiation of the vast majority of cardiomyocytes) (Figure3.1.A). Ribosomal RNA 

removed, paired end sequencing reads were mapped to reference mouse genome mm10 using 

Tophat212. De novo transcript assembly was carried out (cufflinks) as described4. WGNCA13,14 

and Gene Ontology analysis were performed using R and Ingenuity suite, respectively. 

Statistics:  Quantified results are presented as mean±SD; Comparisons between groups were 

evaluated using the Student‟s t test; P≤0.05 was considered significant, unless specified 

otherwise. 

2. Novel lncRNA Prediction: The protein coding potential of the novel transcripts was 

calculated using the protein coding calculator (PCP) and iSee RNA software. The novel 

transcripts with predicted protein coding potential were filtered out leaving the novel noncoding 

RNA transcripts (ncRNAs). Further analysis that is based on lncRNAs features (≥200bp, at least 

contains 2 exons, contains at least one splice junction) was performed to identify the novel 

lncRNAs from each individual sample.  (Figure3.1. B,C) Finally, the several assemblies of 

multiple samples were merged together by using cuffmerge, while a number of transfrags that 

are probably artifacts were filtered out. Transcript abundances were quantified using cufflinks. 

Expression levels were estimated using the RPKM measure (reads per Kilo bases per million of 

mapped reads). One abundance value was estimated per gene, including all alternatively 

utilized exons, considering only uniquely mapable reads and employing its effective length 

normalization algorithm. 

3. LncRNAs Functional Prediction: LncRNAs were classified based on their position by 

comparing to reference genome and different strategies for function prediction were used. For 

antisense lncRNA, free energy calculation was utilized to find possible hybridization sites for 

lncRNA and mRNA, and thus to predict RNA-RNA interaction. LncRNAs located in unknown 
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region category were evaluated if they can be found upstream or downstream of a gene within 

2KB, 10KB, or 50KB. 

4. Validation of Gene Expression by RT-PCR and qRT-PCR: The first level of validation of 

RNA-seq data was performed using RT-PCR. In brief, total RNA was isolated from pooled male 

pups LVs and RVs using RNeasy Mini Kit 250 (QIAGEN), according to the manufacturer‟s 

protocol. For reverse transcription, 1ug of total RNA was used to generate first strand cDNA 

with Oligo-dT primer. Real-time PCR was performed using the SYBR Green Mix (Bio-Rad) on 

the CFX96 Real-time System (Bio-Rad). qRT-PCR was performed on a subset of selected 

candidate lncRNA/gene pairs  of putative regulatory relationship and functional significance in 

heart. Expression values for target genes were normalized to GAPDH expression, and 

significant differences in gene expression were reported based on fold change. Welch‟s t-test 

was used for intergroup comparison. ANOVA was used when comparisons of >2 groups were 

performed. A p value ≤0.05 was considered significant. 

5. Validation of LncRNAs Expression in Human Heart Samples by RT-PCR and qRT-PCR: 

Human heart specimens were obtained from the UCLA-CHD (Congenital Heart Defect)- Bio 

Core in accordance to regulation of the UCLA-Institutional review board (#13-000646). Informed 

consents were obtained, including infants with a clinical diagnosis of Tetralogy of Fallot (TOF), 

ventricular septum defect (VSD) undergoing clinically indicated surgery.  Specimens from the 

right ventricle outflow tract (RVOT) were collected and total RNAs were isolated from individual 

specimens to prepare cDNA libraries and carry out qRT-PCR quantification. To simplify primer 

design and subsequent analysis, only lncRNAs with conserved genomic sequence in human 

were verified initially. Representative lncRNA candidates were chosen to verify their expression 

and relative abundance in human heart samples. PCR was performed with Taq DNA 

polymerase (Invitrogen) using a C1000 Thermal Cycler (Bio-Rad). Values were expressed as 

mean ± SEM. To further verify the precise concordant pattern of expression with neighboring 

genes, qRT-PCR analysis was used on selected, previously confirmed lncRNAs. Pearson‟s 
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correlation, linear regression module, was implemented and P value ≤0.05 was considered 

significant.  

6. Gene Ontology (GO) Enrichment Analysis:  The functional features of the differentially 

expressed genes were determined via Gene Ontology (GO). Firstly, genes were mapped 

to GO terms in the database (http://www.geneontology.org/) and Ingenuity pathway analysis 

tool. After calculating gene numbers for every term, the hypergeometric test was implemented 

to find significantly enriched GO terms. False discovery rate was estimated by Benjamini- 

Hochberg procedure. The highest ranked terms selected at given thresholds were further 

examined using REViGO. 

7. Weighted Gene Co-expression Network Analysis3,4,5: A signed network was constructed 

using any lncRNA that was expressed at an RPKM value of 0.3 or higher in at least one of the 

samples. For gene network, any gene expressed at an RPKM of 3 or higher in at least one of 

the samples was used. Soft power parameter was estimated and used to derive a pairwise 

distance matrix for selected genes. Based on the resulting adjacency matrix, we calculated the 

topological overlap, which is a robust and biologically meaningful measure of network inter-

connectedness (that is, the strength of two genes‟ co-expression relationship with respect to all 

other genes in the network). Genes with highly similar co-expression relationships were grouped 

together by performing average linkage hierarchal clustering on the topological overlap. We 

used the dynamic hybrid tree cut algorithm5 to cut the hieratical clustering tree, and defined 

modules as branches (clusters) from the tree cutting. We summarized the expression profile of 

each module by representing it as the first principal component (referred to as module 

Eigengene). Modules whose Eigengenes were highly correlated were merged. The node 

centrality, defined as the sum of within-cluster connectivity measures, was used to rank genes 

for „„hub-ness‟‟ within each cluster. Module Hub genes were predicted using the Eigengene 

based connectivity measure kME to calculate module membership values. Genes with highest 

http://www.geneontology.org/
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module membership values are referred to as intramedullary hub genes. Enrichment of 

upstream regulators was determined using the Ingenuity upstream analytic tool.  

8. Other Statistical and Computational Methods: For deferential gene expression analysis, 

NoiSeq was used to construct Noise distribution models and the statistical significance was 

assessed by Fisher‟s exact test. Pearson correlation coefficients for gene expression were 

calculated in R.  Principal component analysis (PCA) was conducted using R function prcomp. 

Venn Diagram Plotter was used to draw Venn diagrams to compare lncRNAs with significant 

overall expression changes within different groups. R function of Heatmap, which employs 

hierarchical cluster algorithm, was used to draw heat map figures. The log2-transformed data 

were pre-processed by median centering of the data for each set, and then hierarchically 

clustered using centered correlation as the similarity metric and average linkage as clustering 

method.  

 9. Functional Studies: 

C2C12 Culture and Treatment  

The mouse skeletal myoblast line C2C12 was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and cultured in 

DMEM/10% (vol/vol) FBS with antibiotics at 37°C and 5% CO2. For transfections with Exiqon 

locked nucleic acid gapmeRs, C2C12 cells were transfected in 6-well plates with 100 pmol 

gapmeR and 4 μL Lipofectamine 2000 (Life Technologies) in Opti-MEM I (Life Technologies). 

Culture medium was changed to DMEM/10% FBS after 4 h, and total RNA was harvested after 

48 h using TRIzol reagent (Life Technologies). The sequences of validated negative control or 

gapmeRs designed to target specific lncRNAs (Exiqon) are as follows: Negative control: 5‟-

aacacgtctatacgc-3‟; Fus: 5‟-ccgtgacctttgcaaa-3‟; Ppp1r1b: 5‟-cgaggaaaggaacagt-3‟. 

NRVM Culture and Treatment 

Neonatal rat ventricular myocytes (NRVMs) were isolated from 2-day-old rat pups and cultured 

in DMEM/5% (vol/vol) FBS with antibiotics at 37°C and 5% CO2. For transfections with Exiqon 

locked nucleic acid gapmeRs, NRVMs were transfected in 6-well plates with 100 pmol gapmeR 
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and 4 μL Lipofectamine 2000 (Life Technologies) in Opti-MEM I (Life Technologies). Culture 

medium was changed to DMEM/5% FBS after 4 h. After 48 h, images were taken using a Nikon 

microscope with a 20x objective and total RNA was harvested using TRIzol reagent 

(LifeTechnologies). The sequences of validated negative control or gapmeRs designed to target 

specific lncRNAs (Exiqon) are as follows: Negative control: 5‟-aacacgtctatacgc-3‟; Ppp1r1b: 5‟-

cgaggaaaggaacagt-3‟. 

Confocal Microscopy 

Cells were fixed in 4% (v/v) formaldehyde in PBS for 20 minutes. After rinsed with PBS, the 

cells were incubated with 0.1% TritonX-100 in PBS for 15 min at room temperature and rinsed. 

After blocking in PBS containing 10% Bovine Serum Albumin for 1h, the cells were incubated 

with primary antibodies overnight and then appropriate AlexaFluor conjugated secondary 

antibodies for 1 h. Cell nuclei were eventually counterstained by DAPI. Images were recorded 

on a Nikon confocal microscope. 

10. LncRNA Primers 

UCP2 (mouse)  

5‟-ACCCCACTTTGCACATAAACAGGC-3‟; 5‟-CGAAGGCAGAAGTGAAGTGGCAA-3‟ 

UCP2 (human)  

5‟-AAATGAGTGCAAGCCCGCTGG-3‟; 5‟-TCTCGGGCAATGGTCTTGTAGGC-3‟ 

Fus (mouse)  

5‟-AAAGAGCCCCACACTTGAGA -3‟; 5‟-CCACGTCGATCATCTCCATA -3‟ 

Fus (human) 

5‟-TTTTTTTCTTAGTTCTCTTGCATGCGTG -3‟; 5‟-AAACTGAAGCTTCAGAAAGACAAAACGG 

-3‟ 

Ppp1r1b (mouse,rat) 

 5‟-CCCACACTGTTCCTTTCCTCGGCT -3‟; 5‟-CCTCCGCCTGGCTGTCTTCTTCTT -3‟ 

Ppp1r1b (human5) 

 5‟-AAGGCTGGGGACCTTCCAACTGAAG -3‟; 5‟-GGAGGAGAGTTCACTTCGTGAGCCAC -3‟ 
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Ppp1r1b (human4) 

5‟-ATTTATTGACATGACACCTCCCAGCCG -3‟; 5‟-GGTTGGGTCTCTTCGACTTGAGATGGT -

3‟ 

mRNA Primers 

UCP3 (mouse) 

 5‟-CTGCACCGCCAGATGAGTTT-3‟; 5‟-ATCATGGCTTGAAATCGGACC-3‟ 

UCP3 (human) 

 5‟-TGTTTTGCTGACCTCGTTACC -3‟; 5‟-GACGGAGTCATAGAGGCCGAT-3‟ 

Trim72 (mouse) 

 5‟-CCGCAGGCTCTAAGCACTAAC -3‟; 5‟-CTGCTCGCAGTAGATGCTCA -3‟ 

Trim72 (human) 

 5‟-ACCTGGACCCGCTGAGCATCTACT -3‟; 5‟-AACTGACGCACTGTCTCCTCCACC -3‟ 

Tcap (mouse) 

 5‟- GATGCGCCTGGGTATCCTC -3‟; 5‟-GATCGAGACAGGGTACGGC -3‟ 

Tcap (human) 

 5‟- GTCGGAGGAGAACTGTGAGC -3‟; 5‟- ATGCCCATCCGCATCATCAG -3‟ 

Tcap (rat) 

 5‟-TGGCCACTTCAGAGCTGAGCTGTC -3‟; 5‟-AGGATACCCAGGCGCATCACCA -3‟ 

 

IV. Results  

LncRNAs are Dynamically Regulated in Neonatal Heart Chambers  

We implemented deep RNA-sequencing to establish lncRNAs landscape in neonatal LV and RV 

during perinatal circulatory transition (Figure 1. A , and Table 3.1).  Using the cutoff values of 

0.3 reads per kilobase per million of mapped reads (RPKM) and 3 RPKM in at least one sample 

as threshold of expressed lncRNA or mRNA, respectively, a total of 46,845 unique transcripts 

were detected to be expressed, including 21,218 mRNAs and 25,627 lncRNAs.  Among the 

lncRNAs, 2,837 are novel (91.37% of all novel genes in reference database) and 22,790 are 
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known (61.52% of all known genes in reference database) (Figure3.2.A). Unsupervised 

hierarchical clustering revealed developmental stage specific lncRNA signature in neonatal 

heart.  (Figure3.2.B). 1700 lncRNAs were expressed with coefficient of variation (CV) exceeding 

0.2 across samples, including 48 cardiomyocyte enriched and 32 previously reported cardiac 

specific lncRNAs7 (Figure3.3)570 lncRNAs are abundantly expressed (≥1RPKM, CV≥0.2) 

including 188 (148 known and 40 novel) exceeding 3 RPKMs (Figure3.2.Cand Table 3.2). 

Heatmaps revealed lncRNAs clusters with distinct temporal specific expression patterns 

regardless of filtering criteria (Figure3.2.D). Such expression patterns were also revealed by 

principal component analysis (PCA) (Figure3.5.A) and differential expression (DE) analysis that 

was structured along two schemes: longitudinal and cross section. As illustrated in Figure 3.4 

the vast majority of DE lncRNAs exhibited concordant regulation in LV and RV. In contrast, only 

a few lncRNAs exhibited chamber specificity.  

Concordant mRNA/lncRNA Network Modules Identified during Neonatal Heart Maturation 

PCA of top 500 varied lncRNAs suggested the major source of variation in the data is the 

maturation stage effect, while the chamber based separation was absent (Figure3.5.A). When 

lncRNAs (RPKM ≥ 0.3, CV ≥ 0.2) were subjected to WGCNA13,14 clustering (Figure3.5.B), eight 

network modules containing 1,427 lncRNAs were observed. Using a higher cutoff value of r ≥ 

0.7, P ≤ 0.005, six developmental stage specific modules were identified (Figure3.5.C). In total, 

752 lncRNAs were members of the P0 modules (Blue, and Turquoise), 173 lncRNAs in the P3 

modules (Red and Pink), and 228 lncRNAs in the P7 modules (Green and yellow), revealing 

that majority of the changes in lncRNA expression occurred during the transition from P0 to P3. 

Parallel to mRNA changes (Figure3.5.D-G), the stage specific lncRNA modules have significant 

overlap between the LV and RV across maturation stages. Hub-gene-network analysis of the 

lncRNA modules revealed a hierarchical organization of highly connected lncRNAs in each 

module. Using intramedullary connectivity measure (kME), we identified a total of 14 lncRNAs 

exhibiting hub-gene-like properties at cutoff kME ≥ 0.95, P ≤ 10-10 (Figure3.5.C). Notably, H19 
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was found to be a hub-gene in the P0-lncRNA modules. In contrast, after re-evaluating the 

modules for chamber specificity, only one of the stage-specific lncRNA modules (the yellow 

module) at P7 was also significant for chamber specificity  (chamber and stage), involving a 

total of 123 lncRNAs, reinforcing our conclusion that the vast majority of neonatal heart lncRNAs 

exhibit  developmental stage-specific regulation without chamber specificity. Particularly, the 

majority of abundantly expressed cardiac lncRNAs (RPKM≥1) have significant stage specific 

modular membership, suggesting these abundant lncRNAs are potentially functional 

components in neonatal cardiac muscle maturation program (Figure3.3). 

Aiming to identify the lncRNAs with putative regulatory function, we analyzed potential 

interaction between the WGCNA derived- lncRNAs and mRNAs modules.  A total of 34 intronic 

or intragenic lncRNAs were identified with strong intra-modular connectivity overlapping with 

corresponding mRNA modules, including some as hub genes (Table3.3). Notably, more than 

half of them are members of the P0 modules, while five of them are part of the P7 modules. An 

intriguing example is the intronic Acyp2-lncRNA (TCONS_00009814) enriched in LV at P7 

(lncRNA–yellow) in concordance with Acyp2 gene encoding the Muscle Type (MT) isoform of 

Acylphosphatase 2, a member of the mRNA-green module.  An increase of the MT isoform is 

associated with muscle differentiation. Notably the green module exhibits stage and tissue 

specificity in LV at P7, and enriched with other muscle differentiation genes (Myo1D, Heyl, 

Tcap, MyoZ2), implicating this module, and potentially this Acyp2-lncRNA pair in LV 

myocardium maturation. Remarkably, by further characterizing these 34 lncRNAs significantly 

overlapping with corresponding mRNA modules, we predicted 10 to be antisense lncRNAs.  

LncRNAs Classification and Functional Prediction  

One major emerging theme of lncRNAs function is the involvement in regulating the expression 

of neighboring protein-coding genes7,8. Focusing on identifying the neonatal lncRNAs located 

upstream or downstream of an annotated coding gene, 2,760, 4,575 and 6,998 lncRNAs were 

detected within 2, 10 and 50 Kilobases of a protein coding gene, respectively. In total of 2,404 
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unique lncRNA/gene pairs identified (lncRNA ≥ 1RPKM, mRNA ≥ 3RPKM, CV ≥ 0.2), 232 

exhibited significant correlation (Pearson‟s correlation BH-corrected P value ≤0.05) and 91% of 

them are positively correlated (Figure3.6.A). On the other hand, the negatively correlated pairs 

accounted for 9%, including Fus-lncRNA/Trim72, and Ppp1r1b-lncRNA/Tcap pairs (Figure3.8). 

Some previously reported cardiac enriched-lncRNA/mRNA pairs, including n420212/Kcnb1, 

n411949/Mccc1, and n413445/Relb7 also display similar co-expression relationships in neonatal 

heart (Figure3.6.B). 

By lowering the mRNA expression threshold to 1RPKM and excluding the overlapping sense, 

and antisence, as well as, the intronic lncRNAs, we observed 33 out of a total of 47 co-regulated 

lncRNA/Gene pairs including 16 novel and 17 known lncRNAs (Figure3.7). Notably, 

approximately 85% of these significantly co-regulated lncRNA/gene pairs co-localize within 2 

kilobases. Among them 20 lncRNAs positioned downstream of the corresponding genes, 

including a novel TCONS_00028673 located downstream of Nkx2.5, and 13 lncRNAs 

positioned upstream of their partner genes, including a novel TCONS_00034921 located 

upstream of Fastkd1, a predicted hub gene in mRNA turquoise module that is expressed in 

heart, muscle and neuron, involved in mitochondrial and cell respiration and linked to 

encephalomyopathy. Interestingly, the mRNA turquoise module is enriched with 5 other 

mitochondrial genes (ICT1, AARS2, ABCB7, AASS, ACAD9) that are involved in cell respiration 

and mitochondrial function. Notably, the majority of significantly correlated lncRNA/mRNA pairs 

were assigned concurrently to stage-specific lncRNA/mRNA modules and significantly 

correlated with module Eigengenes. RNA process (Hnrnpa, Sfpq), cardiac development 

(Nkx2.5, Hand2), and metabolism (Luc7l3) were top enriched functional ontology terms in the 

lncRNA-correlated genes. 

To validate the regulatory relationship of lncRNA/mRNA pairs, we examined the impact of 

lncRNA inactivation of Fus and Ppp1r1b lncRNAs on their neighboring genes Trim72 and Tcap, 

respectively, in C2C12 mouse myoblast cells and neonatal rat ventricular myocytes (NRVMs). 
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As shown in Figure3.8, targeted knockdown of these two lncRNAs resulted in significant 

upregulation of their corresponding neighboring genes, supporting a direct regulatory role in 

mRNA expression.    

LncRNAs are generally poorly conserved, however, we confirmed several lncRNAs are highly 

conserved in human infantile heart and altered in different CHDs (Figure3. 8. D), including, 

n420212,  Fus, Ppp1r1b and UCP2. Importantly, the negative regulatory relationship between 

Fus or Ppp1r1b with their corresponding neighboring genes Trim72 or Tcap was conserved in 

human infantile heart as well. Similarly, the concordant expression of cardiac enriched n420212/ 

KCNB1 and UCP2-lncRNA/UCP3 pairs also displayed conserved regulatory relation in human 

postnatal heart. Together, these data suggest that many of the cardiac lncRNA/mRNA 

regulatory pairs discovered in mouse are also conserved in human.  

V. Discussion  

Here we performed in-depth characterization of the expressional landscape of lncRNAs relative 

to the mRNAs and revealed interactions among lncRNAs as well as between lncRNAs and 

mRNA gene networks. We find the majority of lncRNAs exhibit developmental stage specific 

regulation, parallel with mRNA expression patterns. We also observed concordant dynamic 

regulation of lncRNAs more evident during postnatal heart development than in postnatal 

chamber specification.  Furthermore, we identified novel lncRNA/mRNA pairs implying 

potentially important roles of lncRNAs in neonatal cardiomyocyte maturation. 

A recent report7 investigated cardiac specific lncRNAs in contrast to mouse liver and skin.  

Among the 117 heart enriched and 104 cardiomyocyte enriched lncRNAs, we identified more 

than 30 to be also enriched in neonatal heart during maturation.   Consistent with their findings 

that lncRNA regulation is more related to development than hypertrophy, we also observed 

concordant dynamic regulation of lncRNAs more evident during postnatal heart development 

than in chamber specific response to hemodynamic load.  Furthermore, we identified several 
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novel lncRNA/mRNA pairs implying potentially important roles of lncRNAs in neonatal 

cardiomyocyte maturation. 

Tcap encodes a cardiomyocyte specific protein involved in cardiomyocyte sarcomere 

organization. Similarly Trim72 is enriched in heart and regulates sarcolemma response to 

oxidative stress. The inverse relationship between Ppp1r1b lncRNA and Tcap, Fus lncRNA and 

Trim72 in neonatal heart suggests potential role of these lncRNAs in cardiomyocyte maturation 

and adaptation to postnatal stress. Additionally, the induction of lncRNA UCP2 and associated 

UCP3 mRNA may be important for metabolic switch during maturation. Interestingly, the mRNA 

levels of Ech1, Acavdl and Lgals4 in the same catabolic pathway are also induced dramatically 

correlating with UCP2-lncRNA. Unexpectedly, the putative NATs (natural antisense transcripts) 

turn out to lack concordance with their complementary mRNAs. However, some exhibited 

significant overlap with concordant lncRNA- mRNA modules, potentially suggesting indirect 

interaction and more complex regulatory mechanism. 

Importantly, many of the mouse neonatal heart lncRNAs have conserved counterparts also 

expressed in human infant hearts with CHD, and some of the lncRNA/mRNA regulatory 

relationship observed in mouse are also preserved. Indeed, the emerging links between 

lncRNAs and heart development7,8,10 indicate that lncRNAs contribute to core transcriptional 

regulatory circuits involving key transcription factors that underlie human CHD15. Thus, further 

studies from the lncRNAs identified in this report may yield novel biomarkers and therapeutic 

targets for CHDs and pediatric heart disease.  

In Conclusions: Transcriptome programming during neonatal heart maturation involves global 

developmental changes in lncRNAs. Their expression concordance with global transcriptome 

architecture and neighboring protein coding genes implicates a signature of functionality 

supporting potential important regulatory role of lncRNAs in neonatal heart developmental 

maturation and provides physiological basis for future investigation in pathological maturation 

and congenital heart diseases.  
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VI. Figure Legends 

Figure3.1. Experimental Design and Bioinformatics Pipeline 

A. Schematic Representation of Experimental Design. Selected maturation time points at 

postnatal day 0 (P0), postnatal day 3 (P3), postnatal Day 7 (P7) are shown. B. RNA-seq 

analysis algorithm and pipeline for identification of novel long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs). C. 

Pie chart. Known and novel lncRNAs detected in neonatal heart samples were categorized 

based on intersection with protein coding genes, including five categories:  sense, antisense, 

intronic, repeat, and intergenic.  

Figure3.2. LncRNAs Landscape in Neonatal Heart Chambers 

 A. Expression statistics of RNA transcripts compared to reference annotation.  B. 

Unsupervised hieratical clustering of lncRNAs (17 RNA-seq samples).  C.  Schematics of 

expression analysis algorithm.  Numbers of known versus novel lncRNAs at different thresholds 

are shown.  D. Heatmap. Expression patterns of known and novel lncRNAs separately at 

different expression cutoff values. 

Figure3.3. Previously Reported Cardiac LncRNAs (Matkovich SJ et al. PNAS 2014)2 Are 

Enriched in Neonatal Heart  

A. Venn diagram (left). Neonatal heart enriched lncRNAs (≥0.3 RPKM) overlap with previously 

reported lncRNAs that are cardiomyocyte enriched in contrast to fibrabrocytes, or cardiac 
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enriched in contrast to liver and skin enriched, or enriched in embryonic heart in contrast to 

adult heart. Right Tables. Lists of lncRNAs that are abundant in neonatal heart (≥1RPKM, 

CV≥0.2) overlap with previously reported lncRNAs that are cardiomyocyte enriched, cardiac 

enriched, or embryonic heart enriched respectively (Matkovich SJ et al. PNAS 2014). B. Graph 

Plots. Expression time course of previously reported regulatory lncRNAs (n411949, n413445) 

and their partner genes (Mccc1 and Relb, respectively) in neonatal heart samples.  

Figure3.4. Stage Specific Regulation of LncRNAs in Left and Right Ventricles 

A. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of known and novel lncRNAs separately. Expression 

pattern derived from left ventricle (LV) and right ventricle (RV) samples at 3 stages of perinatal 

transition (a total of 17 tissue/stage samples). B. Schematics.  Differential expression (DE) pair-

wise comparative analysis algorithm. C. Noise distribution models of stage specific DE genes 

along maturation windows. RPKM≥1, CV≥0.2. Noise probability value ≥80% in each 

tissue/stage comparison. D. Stage specific distribution of DE lncRNAs (Noiseq probability ≥ 

80%, 2-fold change) in LV (pink) vs RV (blue) across maturation stages. E. Graph plots. 

Representative patterns of stage specific DE lncRNAs. Concordant temporal regulation in LV 

(pink) and RV (blue).  

Figure3.5. WGCNA Revealed Stage Specific LncRNA and Gene-Network Modules in 

Neonatal Heart 

A. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of top 500 varying lncRNAs across maturation. B. 

WGCNA dendrogram (lncRNA) indicating different lncRNA expression modules. C.  Stage 

specific lncRNA modules. Six selected modules overlapping in LV and RV.  Eigengene 

expression (the first principal component of a given module) is presented. Representative top 

two correlated, hub-gene like- lncRNAs are also presented. D. PCA of top varying 500 

mRNAs. E. WGCNA dendrogram (mRNA) indicating different mRNA expression modules. F. 

Stage- specific mRNA modules expression.  Eight selected stage specific modules overlapping 
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in LV and RV. Eigengene expression of a given module is presented. Top Gene Ontology (GO) 

terms enriched in stage specific modules are shown. Color code of the modules is preserved.   

Figure3.6. LncRNAs Correlation with Neighboring Genes 

 A. Pie chart. lncRNA/mRNA pairs (50KB) with significant expression correlation (r≥0.9, B-H 

adjusted Pearson‟s P value≤0.05). B. Graph plots. Expression time course of correlated 

lncRNA/mRNA pairs. Examples of positive and negative correlation are presented.  

Figure3.7. LncRNAs of Unknown Region Correlated with Neighboring Genes (2 KB) 

Correlation Heat Map.  Upper, known lncRNA/mRNA pairs; Lower, novel lncRNA/mRNA pairs. 

Figure3.8. Regulatory lncRNAs: Functional Impact and Clinical Relevance 

 A. Genomic position of mouse Ppp1r1b-lncRNA in relation to Tcap. B.  Graph plot. 

Negatively correlated Ppp1r1b-lncRNA/Tcap pair in mouse Heart. C. Functional validation 

(NRVM Transfection).  Gpaph plots.  Left Panel: LncRNA inhibition efficiency. Quantitative 

expression of Ppp1r1b-lncRNA and Fus lncRNA in response to GapmeR (antisense) compared 

to scramble.  Right Panel: Relative expression of Tcap and Trim72 in response to Ppp1r1b-

lncRNA and Fus-lncRNA suppressions respectively. D. Correlation plots. Conserved regulatory 

relationship between lncRNAs (Ppp1r1b, Fus, n420212, UCP2) and partner mRNAs (Tcap, 

Trim72, Kcnb1, and Ucp3, respectively) in human Congenital Heart Defect (CHD) samples. (r. 

Pearson‟s correlation coefficient. P,  P value).  

Table3.1. Expression Statistics. The global distribution of RNA transcripts according to RNA 

categories across samples. 

Table3.2. LncRNAs expression (top 50 expressed  lncRNA)  

Table3.3. LncRNA overlaps with gene module networks 
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Figure3.1. Experimental Design and Bioinformatics Pipeline 
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Figure3.2. LncRNAs Landscape in Neonatal Heart Chambers  
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Figure3.3. Previously Reported Cardiac LncRNAs (Scot J. Matkovich et al. PNAS 

2014)2 Are Enriched in Neonatal Heart. 
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Figure3.4. Stage Specific Dynamic Regulation of LncRNAs in Left and Right 

Ventricles 
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Figure3.5. Stage Specific LncRNA and Gene-Network Modules in Neonatal Heart 
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Figure3.6. LncRNAs Correlation with Neighboring Genes 
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Figure3.7. LncRNAs of Unknown Region Correlated with Neighboring Genes  
(2 KB) 
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Novel lncRNA Known lncRNA mRNA

total number in gtf 3105 37045 30418

expressed in 0 sample 268 14255 9200

expressed in 1 sample 94 2803 1118

expressed in 2 samples 78 1808 638

expressed in 3 samples 57 1339 454

expressed in 4 samples 52 1128 392

expressed in 5 samples 39 1051 346

expressed in 6 samples 48 944 314

expressed in 7 samples 58 797 307

expressed in 8 samples 45 828 288

expressed in 9 samples 58 793 279

expressed in 10 samples 60 763 290

expressed in 11 samples 65 704 291

expressed in 12 samples 84 710 296

expressed in 13 samples 96 809 337

expressed in 14 samples 105 834 356

expressed in 15 samples 143 959 459

expressed in 16 samples 271 1274 656

expressed in 17 samples 1484 5246 14397

total expressed number(ratio) 2837(91.37%) 22790(61.52%) 21218(69.75%)

Table3.1. Expression Statistics. The global distribution of RNA transcripts 

according to RNA categories across samples 
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Table3.2. Top 50 expressed lncRNAs in neonatal heart  
 
 

LncRNA_ID 

TCONS_00002335 n266916 

TCONS_00024059 n281896 

TCONS_00000760 n267330 

TCONS_00016402 n423941 

TCONS_00014854 n295550 

TCONS_00017284 n293512 

TCONS_00020576 n294627 

TCONS_00028403 n343248 

TCONS_00031708 n263508 

TCONS_00010351 n294639 

TCONS_00028943 n297304 

TCONS_00027555 n269722 

TCONS_00027189 n281046 

TCONS_00020480 n297351 

TCONS_00050089 n266680 

TCONS_00026073 n424047 

TCONS_00009814 n297463 

TCONS_00059079 n290485 

TCONS_00011507 n297276 

TCONS_00045588 n294617 

TCONS_00009125 n295341 

TCONS_00020061 n271116 

TCONS_00036238 n282404 

TCONS_00042096 n5614 

TCONS_00038074 n265149 
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Table3.3. Overlapping lncRNA/gene module networks 
 
 

mRNA  lncRNA  

Gene id Module Color Gene id Module Color 

NM_024277 black TCONS_00009788 brown 

NM_172947 blue TCONS_00011204 blue 

NM_008972 blue TCONS_00000760 blue 

NM_007523 blue TCONS_00024741 brown 

NM_145972 blue TCONS_00023628 turquoise 

NM_025323 blue TCONS_00011781 turquoise 

NM_175199 blue TCONS_00030095 yellow 

NM_001081365 brown TCONS_00027555 blue 

NM_026883 brown TCONS_00045600 blue 

NM_010755 brown TCONS_00021321 blue 

NM_010858 brown TCONS_00009051 blue 

NM_018887 brown TCONS_00026488 red 

NM_010325 brown TCONS_00059079 turquoise 

NM_019746 brown TCONS_00054656 turquoise 

NM_183250 brown TCONS_00062837 turquoise 

NM_178029 cyan TCONS_00055981 yellow 

NM_029344 green TCONS_00009814 yellow 

NM_027085 greenyellow TCONS_00034317 turquoise 

NM_010581 greenyellow TCONS_00022642 yellow 

NM_018764 lightcyan TCONS_00044742 black 

NM_054044 lightgreen TCONS_00058297 yellow 

NM_198300 pink TCONS_00029720 turquoise 

NM_201616 red TCONS_00033850 blue 

NM_021280 red TCONS_00036383 green 
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NM_008856 red TCONS_00013651 green 

NM_001081367 red TCONS_00020061 yellow 

NM_026219 tan TCONS_00016402 turquoise 

NM_175329 turquoise TCONS_00004814 turquoise 

NM_001081212 turquoise TCONS_00058054 turquoise 

NM_023175 turquoise TCONS_00022694 turquoise 

NM_172290 turquoise TCONS_00061616 turquoise 

NM_025903 yellow TCONS_00062782 black 

NM_145600 yellow TCONS_00058874 blue 
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I. Summary 

Among the insights we gained from our deep sequencing analysis, we are particularly interested 

in deciphering a previously under recognized, potentially significant, role of novel Wnt mediated 

signaling in early postnatal growth and maturation.  

It is well established that the Wnt signaling pathways play axial role in cardiogenesis. However, 

the functional impact of Wnt signaling on neonatal myocardium maturation and postnatal growth 

remains largely unknown. Our systems analysis has revealed significant and specific 

enrichment of Wnt signaling, including the canonical and the non-canonical pathways in 

neonatal heart transcriptome. In particular, we discovered chamber specific regulation of cell 

cycle genes that was correlated with chamber specific expression of the non-canonical Wnt11.  

Exogenous expression of Wnt11 induced maturation indices and suppressed cell cycle genes in 

neonatal cardiomyocytes. In contrast, targeted Wnt11 inhibition induced neonatal 

cardiomyocytes proliferation associated with upregulated cell cycle genes both in primary 

cultured cells and in the intact heart.  Notably Wnt inhibition also enhanced β-catenin 

phosphorylation without impacting JNK, PKCα, or p38 activities. Furthermore, hypoxia exposure 

suppressed Wnt11 and induced cell cycle genes in cultured neonatal cardiomyocytes. 

Remarkably, both Wnt mediated signals and cell cycle markers were also altered in heart 

samples from infant cyanotic CHDs.   

In conclusion, the differential expression of Wnt11 and downstream cell cycle genes significantly 

contribute to chamber specific maturation. Wnt11 signaling is also likely regulated by hypoxia 

condition and may have potential impact on cyanotic CHD. Differential role of Wnt signaling in 

chamber specific post-natal heart maturation can eventually lead to chamber specific diagnoses 

and therapies for congenital heart diseases. 
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II. Introduction 

Cellular identity and behavior controlling multicellular organ growth and development are 

dictated by intricate regulatory network operated by dynamic expression regulators and 

temporal molecular signals. Our systems biology analysis of neonatal heart transcripts revealed 

that LV and RV share many core developmental transcriptional programs during fetal to 

neonatal transition. However, some of these programs diverge in their stage specific timing. 

Moreover, 2 modules exhibited double (tissue and stage) specificity (Chapter2). Importantly, 

several cellular processes were differentially enriched in these chamber specific modules. 

Furthermore, major signaling pathways were differentially activated. Of particular interest, Wnt 

pathways exhibited chamber specific dynamics, suggesting these cellular signaling mechanisms 

are potentially important players in dictating chamber specificity. 

Wnt proteins are known to be key players in cellular signaling and in a variety of biological 

processes, all of which are likely active and sometimes opposing cellular functions. The 

evolutionarily conserved Wnt signaling can be classified into the canonical Wnt/ β-catenin 

pathway and the non-canonical /β-catenin-independent pathway in which Wnt11 is a main 

player. The canonical signaling is triggered by Wnt ligands through trans-membrane Frizzled 

(Fz) receptors, leading to β-catenin stabilization. In turn β- catenin translocalizes into the 

nucleus and interacts with the T-cell transcription factor (TCF) inducing the expression of target 

genes. In contrast, the non-canonical Wnt pathway is generally β-catenin independent and 

mediates its activities through the activation of PKCα, Calcium dependent kinase, and 

Calcineurin. This pathway also activates Rho family GTPases and JUN terminal kinase. The 

Disheveled (Dvl) is one of the multimodal proteins and acts as a positive regulator for both 

pathways1-7.  

Both Wnt signaling processes are implicated in distinct steps of early cardiogenesis4.  However, 

the extent of each Wnt pathway function has been a subject for ongoing debate. Initial studies 

suggested a biphasic role for the canonical Wnt signaling in cardiogenesis of the FHF (first heart 
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field) derivatives (left ventricle, atrium) and an inhibitory role in SHF (second heart field) 

precursors (right ventricle and outflow tract). Subsequent studies have provided that the late 

stages of cardiogmyogenesis may be driven by non-canonical Wnt11 signaling coupled with 

inhibition of the canonical Wnt/β-catenin7.  A more recent study8 has demonstrated that a 

synergetic non-canonical signaling mediated by Wnt5a and Wnt11 is essential to modulate the 

SHF progenitor‟s responses to Wnt/β-catenin signaling, acting by restraining Wnt/β-catenin 

signaling during cardiac development. These lines of evidence also emphasize the importance 

of the non-canonical Wnt11 dosage during cardiogenesis and its potential contribution to 

congenital heart anomalies.   

Indeed, the indispensable role of mammalian Wnt11 in heart development and function is 

clearly demonstrated by the development of severe heart defects in the Wnt11 -/- mutants.  

Studies on mouse have led to identifying several mechanisms as to how Wnt11 functions in the 

heart, including establishing proper laterality (left-right asymmetry), promoting myocardial 

specification by antagonizing canonical Wnt signaling, activating PCP signaling to increase 

cardiogenic gene expression, enhancing cell adhesion among ventricular myocytes and 

activating TGF-B expression to regulate outflow tract morphogenesis. Furthermore, in recent 

years, the non-canonical Wnt11 mediated pathway has been recognized as a key cellular 

signaling mechanism  that  regulate polarity, adhesion,  and organization of cellular content and 

cytoskeleton that are essential for the establishment of a functional heart tube 6-8,12. However, 

whether Wnt11 impacts on neonatal cardiomyocyte maturation programs has not been 

explored.   

Only recently, the spatial and temporal expression of Wnt11 has been mapped at high level of 

resolution. By creating a tamoxifen-inducible α-MHC-Wnt11-CreER BAC mouse line (Sinha  et 

al) illustrated dynamic expression of Wnt11 in ventricular chambers during development up to 

E12.59.  Wnt11 expression in the growing myocardium during perinatal period has not been 

established. Relative to the wealth of knowledge regarding Wnt11 signaling during development 
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its potential impacts on chamber specific maturation are unknown, driving the focus of our 

studies on deciphering its role in neonatal heart maturation and disease.  

III. Methods 

1. NRVM culture (recombinant Wnt11 and Wnt11 siRNA treatments): Neonatal rat 

ventricular myocytes (NRVM) were isolated from 2-day-old rat pup and cultured in DMEM/5% 

(vol/vol) FBS with antibiotics at 37°C and 5% CO2.  On next day, cells were incubated with 200 

ng/ml recombinant Wnt11 (R&D Systems) for 48 h.  For Wnt11 siRNA treatment, NRVMs were 

transfected in 6-well plates with 30 nM siRNA and 6 μL Lipofectamine® RNAiMAX Transfection 

Reagent (Life Technologies) in Opti-MEM (Life Technologies). Culture medium was changed to 

DMEM/5% FBS after 4 h. After 48 h, total RNA was obtained using TRIzol reagent 

(LifeTechnologies) and total protein was isolated using cell lysis buffer. For identification of 

phosphorylated protein, the phosphatase inhibitor cocktail (Sigma) was added into the lysis 

buffer. 

2. Hypoxia exposure: Plates were placed in the hypoxic chamber (Billups-Rothenberg Inc.). A 

Petri dish containing sterile water was also placed in the chamber to provide adequate 

humidification. Plates placed in normoxia were considered as control. To create hypoxia, 

chamber tubing was attached to a "hypoxia tank" containing a 5% or 8% O2/nitrogen gas 

mixture. The chamber was flushed by opening the gas tank at a flow rate of 20 liters per 

minutes for 7-10 minute. Then the gas flow was quickly turned off and the chamber was 

completely closed by closing both white clamps. The chamber was incubated in a conventional 

incubator for the desired period of time. 

3. Vivo Morpholino: Injection (0.5 mM Wnt11 Vivo-Morpholino stock) was conducted by two 

days of I.V. injections at 12.5 mg/kg followed by analysis on day 3. For a typical 20g mouse the 

dose is approximately 25 nmole (50 µl) per injection.  For a 2 g pup the dose is approximately 

2.5 nmole (5 µl) per injection. The sequences of negative control or Wnt11 Vivo-Morpholino are 
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as follows: Negative control: 5‟-cctcttacctcagttacaatttata-3‟; Wnt11: 5‟-

tgcaggagccgcaccgaactccgcc-3‟. 

4. Immunocytochemistry: Cells were fixed in 4% (v/v) formaldehyde in PBS for 20 min. After 

rinsing with PBS, the cells were incubated with 0.1% TritonX-100 in PBS for 15 min at room 

temperature and rinsed. Heart tissue was fixed in 4% (v/v) formaldehyde, embedded into 

paraffin and cut into 5 µm thick tissue sections.  After deparaffinization, slides were subjected to 

antigen retrieval.  After blocking in PBS containing 10% Bovine Serum Albumin for 1h, the cells 

and tissue sections were incubated with primary antibodies overnight and then appropriate 

Alexa Fluor conjugated secondary antibodies (LifeTechnologies) for 1 h. Cell nuclei were 

eventually counterstained by DAPI in the mounting medium (LifeTechnologies). Images were 

recorded on a Nikon confocal microscope. Primary antibodies were used to detect the 

expression of the following proteins: Tropomyosin (Sigma), Aurora B (Abcam), phospho 

Histone3 (pH3) (EMD Millipore), and Wnt11 (R&D Systems). 

5. Western blot analysis: After protein quantification, protein sample was electrophoresed on 

4–12% SDS polyacrylamide gels before transfer to PVDF membranes (Millipore). HRP-

conjugated secondary antibodies (BioRad) were used followed by ECL reaction to develop the 

blots according to the manufacturer's instructions. Band intensities from film were analyzed by 

IMAGEQUANT 5.2 software (Molecular Dynamics, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) if needed. Primary 

antibodies were used to detect the expression of the following proteins: β-actin (Cell Signaling), 

Wnt11 (R&D Systems), and β-Catenin (Ztmed), P-β-Catenin (Cell Signaling). 

6. Real-time PCR: After isolation of total RNA from cells or tissue, reverse transcription was 

carried out with the SuperScript II cDNA synthesis kit (LifeTechnologies) for RT-PCR. 1 to 5 μg 

RNA from each sample was used for the 20 μL cDNA reaction. For real-time PCR, a Bio-Rad 

iTaq™ Universal SYBR® Green Supermix and a myiQ™ machine were used. Samples and 

reference (Gapdh or S26) were run in triplicates. PCR data was analyzed using the 

Comparative Ct (ΔΔCt) method. The PCR primer sets used were as follows: Gapdh: 5′-
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tcctgcaccaccaactgcttag-3′ and 5′-gatgaccttgcccacagccttg-3′; S26: 5′-tcattcggaacattgtagaagcc-3′ 

and 5′-agcttgacatagagcttgggaa -3′; Wnt11: 5′-gctggcactgtccaagactc-3′ and 5′-

ctcccgtgtacctctctcca-3′; Ki67: 5′-gctggcactgtccaagactc-3′ and 5′-ctcccgtgtacctctctcca-3′. 

7. Prenatal Ultrasound (Echocardiography): The effect of Wnt11 inhibition on fetal LV and 

RV function compared to matched controls was evaluated by using Vevo 2100 

echocardiography. M-mode images from the short axis view were used to determine LV and RV 

wall thickness, chamber dimension (end-systolic and end-diastolic diameters), and cardiac 

function indices (fractional shortening and ejection fraction).  

8. Zebrafish husbandry: Wild-type AB strain and Tg (myl7:GFP) transgenic zebrafish (Danio 

rerio) were maintained at 28.5C. In Tg(myl7:GFP) fish, GFP expression is driven by a cardiac-

specific promoter of myl7, also known as cardiac myosin light chain 2 (cmlc2). Embryos were 

raised and staged under standard laboratory conditions as previously described10.  

9. Whole-mount in situ hybridization (WISH): Full-length wnt11r cDNA construct was 

purchased from GE Dharmacon (Catalog number: MDR1734-202803417) and linearized with 

AvrII. DIG-labeled RNA probes were then transcribed, in vitro, by T7 RNA polymerase 

(Promega).  A total of 30-40 embryos per group were collected at various developmental 

stages, dechorionated and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) (in PBS) overnight at 4°C. In 

situ hybridization was performed as described previously11. 

10. RNA synthesis and injection: To synthesize mRNA, the wnt11r cDNA construct was 

linearized with HindIII and transcribed using SP6 mMessage mMachine Kit (Ambion). 

Approximately 300 pg of wnt11r mRNA was injected into the blastomere of one-cell stage 

Tg(myl7:GFP) embryos. Sterile water was used for the control experiments. 

11. Videotaping: Digital videos were taken under UV illumination from GFP-labeled 

Tg(myl7:GFP) embryos of similar developmental stages at around 72 hpf or 96 hpf. Embryos 

were randomly chosen from control or treatment group for videotaping. Each embryo was 

videotaped for 30 seconds at 30 frames per second, after stabilizing for 1–2 minutes in 0.01% 
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Tricaine (Sigma). Line-scan analysis was performed along a line through the atria or the 

ventricles of the hearts. Heart rate and heart rhythm were analyzed using a custom-made 

program. 

12. Dissection of zebrafish embryonic heart: The Tg (myl7:GFP) transgenic fish embryo was 

anesthetized in 0.01% tricaine (Sigma) for about 1 minute. The embryo was then physically 

fixed by inserting one fine insulin needle tip into the yolk-somite boundary close to the head. 

The heart was pulled out quickly using another fine needle and completely separated from the 

embryo by cutting off any remaining connected tissue with the needle tip. Subsequently the 

heart was transferred into TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen) for RNA extraction or into 4% PFA 

solution on prepared slides for immunostaining.  

13. Quantitative RT-PCR: Total RNA was extracted with TRIzol reagent from 15 to 25 hearts 

from control embryos or wnt11r mRNA injected embryos, respectively. cDNA was synthesized 

with SuperScript III reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer's 

instruction. Real-time PCR was performed using the CFX96 Real-Time PCR Detection System 

(BioRad) with iQ SYBR Green Supermix (BioRad). Target gene expression levels were 

measured by the ΔΔ Ct method with gapdh as the reference gene (gadphF: 

gattgccgttcatccatctt; gadphR: 5‟-gccatcaggtcacatacacg-3‟). The following marker genes were 

tested: aurkb (aurkbF: 5‟-GCCACAGTCACGATGAGAAG-3‟; aurkbR: 5‟-

TGATGCGCTTGTATGTCTCG-3‟), and tcap (tcapF: 5‟-cagagtgggcactgtggata-3‟; tcapR: 5‟-

tgtctggacaaactccgtca-3‟). 

14. Immunostaining of dissected zebrafish embryonic heart: The whole process of staining 

was carried out on a microscope slide in a humidified chamber placed on a shaker with a gentle 

rocking movement at room temperature. First, heart samples were fixed in 4% PFA in PBS for 

20 minutes. Then the hearts were incubated with primary antibodies (1:200 dilution) in 10% goat 

serum/PBST for 1 hour, followed by detection with secondary antibodies (1:1000 dilution of 

Alexa-tagged anti-mouse and/or anti-rabbit antibodies (Life Technologies)) in PBST for 30 
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minutes.  After three PBST washes, the heart samples were incubated in VECTASHIELD 

antifade mounting medium (Vector Laboratories) for 5 minutes and mounted for confocal 

imaging.  The following primary antibodies were used: ZN-8 (Developmental Studies Hybridoma 

Bank), anti- actinin antibody (Sigma, catalog #: A7732), and anti-phospho-Histone H3 antibody 

(Cell Signaling Technology, catalog #: 9701). 

15. Zebrafish whole-mount immunostaining: Zebrafish embryos were fixed with 4% PFA in 

PBS overnight at 4C in glass vials. The fixed embryos were permeabilized with acetone for 5 

minutes at room temperature and 20 minutes at -20C, incubated in 1:200 ZN-8 antibody 

(Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank) in 2% BSA/PBST overnight at 4 °C, followed by 

detection with 1:200 goat anti-mouse IgG1-Alexa Fluor 568 antibody (Life Technologies). The 

embryos were then washed with PBST, and hearts were dissected out and mounted in 

VECTASHIELD antifade mounting medium (Vector Laboratories) for confocal imaging. 

16. Imaging: WISH stained embryos were washed three times with PBST, followed by tissue 

clarification in gradient concentrations of ethanol (in PBS). Subsequently embryos were imaged 

in 2% methylcellulose on depression microscope slides. Images were captured with a color 

digital CCD camera (Axiocam, Zeiss) mounted on a dissecting microscope (Stemi 2000-C, 

Zeiss) with Openlab 4.0 software (Improvision). Confocal imaging of immunostained embryonic 

hearts was done on a Nikon Eclipse Ti inverted microscope system using 40X objective.  

17. Cardiovascular measurements: Myocardial cells were counted using Tg (myl7:nucGFP) 

to visualize the nuclei of cardiomyocytes. Control or wnt11r mRNA injected embryos were fixed 

at 72 hpf with 4% PFA in PBS overnight at 4C. The embryos were then washed with PBST, 

and hearts were dissected out and imaged using a confocal microscope. Cell counts were 

performed manually with the assistance of the NIS Elements AR software. 

To evaluate the shape and size of the ventricle and individual cardiomyocyte, Tg(myl7:GFP) 

embryos were fixed at 96 hpf with 4% PFA, followed by immunostaining and confocal imaging. 

Cell plasma membrane was labeled by ZN-8 staining and the area of each cell was measured 
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using the NIS Elements AR software. Ventricle shape and sarcomere organization were 

visualized by GFP signal.  

18. CRISPR/Cas9: The full-length Cas9 construct (pXT7-hcas9) and the guide RNA (gRNA) 

scaffold construct (pMD19-gRNA) were obtained from Dr. Shuo Lin‟s group (UCLA). The Cas9 

construct was linearized with XbaI, and capped Cas9 mRNA was synthesized using 

mMESSAGE mMACHINE T7 transcription synthesis kit (Ambion).  The gRNA template was 

PCR amplified from pMD19-gRNA using primers wnt11rexon2 (5‟-

TAATACGACTCACTATAGGAATGTGAGGAGACAAAGCGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC-3‟) 

and tracr rev (5‟-AAAAAAAGCACCGACTCGGTGCCAC-3‟).  Subsequently wnt11r gRNA was 

in vitro transcribed using T7 RiboMAX Large Scale RNA Production System (Promega) and 

purified using mirVana miRNA Isolation Kit (Ambion). gRNA and Cas9 mRNA were co-injected 

into one-cell stage Tg(myl7:GFP) embryos. Each embryo was injected with approximately 2 nl 

of solution containing 12.5 pg of gRNA and 300 pg of Cas9 mRNA. Injected embryos were 

imaged and videotaped at 52 hpf and 78 hpf for examination of phenotypes, or were collected 

for genomic DNA extraction for genotyping at 72 hpf. The genomic region surrounding the 

CRISPR target site was PCR amplified from pooled genomic DNA of 5 injected or control 

embryos, using Pfu Turbo DNA polymerase (Agilent). Subsequently, the purified PCR products 

were subjected to T7 Endonuclease I (NEB) assay and visualized on 1% agarose gels. PCR 

products that displayed mutation band were subcloned using Zero Blunt TOPO PCR Cloning Kit 

(Life Technologies), and plasmid DNAs isolated from single colonies were then sequenced for 

mutation identification.  

19. Fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH). Paraffin embedded sections were incubated at 

room temperature in: Xylene, 3 times, 5 min each; 100% ethanol, twice, 5 min each; 70% 

ethanol, once, 5 min; 50% ethanol, once, 5 min; water, twice, 3 min each. Then slides were 

Incubate in 0.01 M citrate buffer (pH = 6.4) for 40 min at 90°C and cooled by incubating in 

citrate buffer for 20 min room temperature. Wash with PBS, 3 times, 3 min each. After 
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prehybridization by incubating sections in hybridization buffer at 37°C for 1h, hybridization was 

conducted at 45°C overnight in 150 μL hybridization buffer containing 25 pmol of digoxigenin-

labeled LNA probe (Exiqon). After stringency washing with SSC (three times for 20 min each 

with 2X SSC at 42°C; twice for 20 min each with 0.2X SSC at 42°C) and blocking in PBS 

containing 10% Bovine Serum Albumin for 1h, the sections were incubated with primary 

antibodies against tropomyosin (Sigma) and the anti-digoxigenin-POD antibody (Roche 

Diagnostics) overnight at 4°C and then incubated with appropriate AlexaFluor conjugated 

secondary antibodies (Life Technologies) for 1 h at room temperature. FISH signal was 

amplified with Cy5 tyramide signal amplification (TSA) kit (Perkin Elmer). Cell nuclei were 

eventually counterstained by DAPI in the mounting medium (Life Technologies). Images were 

recorded on a Nikon confocal microscope.  

20. Statistical Analysis: All data was presented as mean±SD. Statistical analyses were 

performed using unpaired, one tailed Student‟s t or ANOVA tests followed by post hoc analysis 

employing the Bonferroni tests. Tests with a P value less than 0.05 were considered statistically 

significant. The experiments are not randomized. Whenever applicable measurements and 

analysis were performed blinded to allocation during outcome assessment. 

IV. Results 

Weighted Gene Network Co-Expression Analysis Reveals chamber specific Module 

Eigengene 

A. Cellular proliferation programs are deferentially regulated in chamber specific manner 

Of particular interest, cellular proliferation and differentiation programs were enriched in 

chamber specific modules exhibiting tight temporal regulation. Further characterization of the 

cell cycle genes illustrated up-regulated genes involved in mitosis, karyokinesis, cytokinesis, 

and in cellular division in RV at P7 (Figure4.1.A,B). Consistent with this observation, pH3 

positive staining (a mitosis marker) was significantly enhanced in RV comparing to LV in P7 
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neonatal hearts (Figure 4.1.C).  Together, these results indicate differential cellular proliferation 

program in LV and RV during perinatal transition. 

B. Wnt pathways are dynamically regulated in LV and RV during maturation 

As previously stated, the chamber specific modules in our RNA-seq data revealed chamber 

specific regulation of Wnt pathways. Notably, Wnt inhibitors exhibited tight spatial-temporal 

regulation (Figure4.2.A).  Further characterization of Wnt signaling molecules revealed 

significant up-regulation of both Wnt signaling pathways, including β-catenin, Wnt9b, Wnt16 

from the canonical pathway and Wnt11 from the non–canonical pathway-all are upregulated in 

LV at P7. β-Catenin was enhanced in LV overall compared to RV. Remarkably, major players 

involved in the non-canonical Wnt signaling pathway are significantly correlated and enriched in 

LV at P7, including the small GTPase, calcium binding, TGF-b and Rho kinase signaling and 

JUN terminal kinase pathways (RNA-Seq /WGCNA- chamber specific module).  

Being dynamically activated and correlated with cellular processes, we hypothesized that Wnt 

signals are important components of cellular signaling programs governing chamber specific 

maturation in neonatal heart. Specifically, we focused the studies presented in this chapter to 

investigate a previously unrecognized role of the non-canonical Wnt11-mediated signaling in 

neonatal heart. 

Functional Role of the non-canonical Wnt11 in Neonatal Cardiomyocytes 

A. Wnt11 is expressed in neonatal myocardium 

The expression signature of Wnt11 in heart beyond E14.5 is unknown. In order to evaluate 

Wnt11 expressions in neonatal heart, first we performed Wnt11 histoimmunostaining which 

revealed significant enhancement in the endothelial cells lining the capillary vessels walls in 

both chambers (data not shown). In order to achieve better resolution of Wnt11 expression in 

neonatal heart myocardium, we performed Fluorescent in Situ Hybridization (FISH) study. Our 

data demonstrated nuclear localization of Wnt11 in cardiomyocyte of both ventricles. Compared 

to P7, Wnt11 was more abundant at P3, indicating temporal dynamics (Figure4.2.B). 
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B. Functional role of the Wnt11 mediated signaling in neonatal ventricular myocytes  

We utilized small interfering RNA (siRNA) targeting Wnt11 to achieve inhibition and recombinant 

Wnt11 (rWnt11) to achieve gain of function in cultured primary neonatal rat ventricular myocytes 

(NRVM) (Figure4.3 A-C). In response to exogenous Wnt11 activation, NRVMs demonstrated 

enhanced sarcomere assembly, increased percentage of bi-nucleated cardiomyocytes in 

addition to larger cell size compared to control.  In contrast, in response to Wnt11 inhibition 

NRVMs exhibited smaller size, spindle shape mono-nucleated phenotype and reduced 

percentage of bi-nucleated cells.  Furthermore, while Wnt11 activated cells remained quiescent 

with attenuated BNP compared to control, Wnt11 inhibition induced expression of several cell 

cycle progression genes including Ki67 and AurkB, suggesting proliferation activity. Taken 

together these data support functional role of the non-canonical Wnt11 signaling in 

programming neonatal ventricular cardiomyocyte. 

Functional Role of the Non-canonical Wnt11 in the Intact Heart 

A. Wnt11 is essential for normal heart development 

By utilizing CRISPR/CAS9 system we targeted wnt11r (Wnt11 orthologue) in zebrafish 

embryos. Approximately 9% of embryos co-injected with 12.5 pg of Wnt11r guide RNA and 300 

pg of Cas9 mRNA exhibited cardiac specific phenotype by day 3 indicating generation of 

biallelic mutations in the Wnt11r gene. Consistent with previous study13, these embryos 

presented heart looping defects and pericardial edema, and died by day 7. Subsequent 

genotyping analysis confirmed embryos with cardiac phenotype indeed carried mutations in the 

targeted region of wnt11r gene.  This data supports that wnt11r is required for normal heart 

development. Next, we performed Wnt11r overexpression by injecting full length wnt11r mRNA 

into one-cell stage embryos (Figure4.4).  In response to exogenous wnt11r, the embryos 

exhibited several malformations including, skeletal deformity, ophthalmic anomalies, as well as 

abnormal cardiac development.  Some of these embryos exhibited cardiac specific phenotypes, 

such as wider AV valve and smaller ventricular chamber. The surface area of individual 
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cardiomyocytes was also reduced compared to control. In addition, the morphology and 

sarcomere organization of the ventricular wall were altered. Furthermore, the expression of both 

Tcap and ArukB were significantly reduced, suggesting significant impact on cardiomyogenesis 

(Figure4.5). Together, these data confirm that Wnt11r is indispensable during development. The 

dosage of Wnt11r is critical for normal cardiomyogenesis in zebrafish. 

B. Functional impact of Wnt11 in mammalian neonatal heart 

In order to achieve inhibition of the non-canonical pathway in neonatal mouse, we used Wnt11-

specific antisense oligonucleotides (Vivo –Morpholino) and a scrambled control prepared for IV 

injection. Pregnant mice were injected at late gestation and fetal heart function was assessed 

using prenatal ultrasound. Hearts were harvested from P0 male pups, and total RNA was 

isolated from left and right ventricles separately. Efficiency of Wnt11 Inhibition was confirmed by 

Western blot indicating significant attenuation of its abundance. In vivo Wnt11 inhibition induced 

cell cycle marker ki67 in both ventricular chambers, while ventricular function was preserved. 

Notably, several cell cycle markers were predominantly induced in RV compared to LV.  

Consistent with the molecular markers, pH3 staining (mitosis marker) was enhanced in the 

neonatal myocardium in contrast to the scramble control (Figure4.6, and Figure4.7). 

Furthermore, markers of myogenesis including Tcap and β-MHC (fetal isoform) were 

significantly induced, suggesting predominance of cardiomyocyte with immature phenotype in 

Wnt11 suppressed-hearts (Figure4.8). Taken together, these data support an important 

functional role of the non-canonical Wnt11 signaling in programming neonatal ventricular 

cardiomyocyte. 

The Non-canonical Wnt11 is Differentially Regulated in Response to Chronic Hypoxia 

Hypoxia is a common pathological stressor in neonatal heart.  Chronic hypoxia treatment in vitro 

suppressed Wnt11 and enhanced cell cycle marker Ki67 and pH3+ staining in primary cultured 

NRVMs (Figure4.9). To investigate the potential of signaling via phosphorylation, we performed 

several phosphorylation assays on hypoxia treated and untreated NRVMs, including, candidates 
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from the non-canonical Wnt pathways (PKCα, PI3K-MKK-JNK, P38) and other putative targets  

involved in cell cycle progression or cell cycle arrest (PLK, packet proteins P21 and P27).  

Notably, Wnt11 inhibition induced β-catenin abundance and enhanced its phosphorylation 

(Figure4.10) without impacting JNK, PKCα, PLK, or p38- activities. Together, these results 

suggest that Wnt11 inhibition suppresses the canonical/β-catenin signaling via phosphorylation 

mediated degradation of β-catenin in neonatal ventricular cardiomyocytes. Remarkably hypoxia 

treatment increased β-catenin and phosphorylation-induced by Wnt11 inhibition.  

Potential Implications of Wnt Signals in Human Congenital Heart Defect:  

In order to explore potential clinical implication we obtained fresh heart specimen through the 

UCLA-IRB approved CHD- Bio-core.  As shown in Figure 4.11, specimens of right ventricle 

outflow tract (RVOT) from 3 infants with isolated Ventricular Septal Defect (VSD), 3 infants with 

Tetralogy of Fallot (TOF), and 2 infants with Double Outlet Right Ventricle (DORV) were 

obtained. We also included one control sample.  Importantly, average O2 saturation levels were 

significantly different among these infants; infant with TOF or DORV presented with cyanosis 

(O2 saturation <85 %). All the specimens were obtained during a clinically indicated cardiac 

surgery procedure. Expression array of genes, including Wnt ligands, Wnt mediators, and cell 

cycle markers revealed altered regulation. Intriguingly, the expression pattern of up or down 

regulated genes clustered according to O2 saturation level, exhibiting distinct pattern in cyanotic 

(TOF, DORV) versus non cyanotic (VSD) congenital heart defects. These data suggest Wnt 

signals are promising targets for translation in CHDs. 

V. Discussion 

In this study we discovered a chamber specific regulation of Wnt signals and cell cycle genes in 

neonatal heart. We performed the first functional characterization of chamber specific Wnt11 

mediated signaling during staged perinatal maturation.  Our functional biology studies proved, 

for the first time, that Wnt11 mediated signaling plays a pivotal role in regulating cellular 

programs of neonatal cardiomyocytes. Remarkably, we found differential activation of Wnt 
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mediated signaling in infants with cyanotic (hypoxemic) versus non-cyanotic (non-hypoxemic) – 

CHDs. Together, our study represents substantial value at conceptual, methodological, 

mechanistic, and translational levels: 

Novelty is an inherent trait of Wnt11. The non-canonical Wnt11 is relatively new and under 

explored area in signaling and gene regulation overall, and in postnatal heart maturation or 

disease in particular. Therefore, many of the questions we explored in this study are new and 

revealed novel findings. In the aspect of methodological advancement, by employing systems 

biology analysis of RNA-seq we find cellular signaling networks delineating the chamber specific 

patterning, leading us to novel hypothesis. To test our hypothesis we established experimental 

system to perform extensive functional studies at the molecular, cellular, as well as the intact 

animal levels, including cutting edge tools to achieve targeted inhibition and genome editing in 

primary cell culture, zebrafish and mouse models.  

Our study provides unpreceded evidence of significant functional impact of Wnt11 in 

programming neonatal cardiomyocyte cellular processes during perinatal maturation. Wnt11 

inhibition activated mitotic cell cycle genes leading to the predominance of immature- fetal like- 

cardiomyocytes. Remarkably, consistent with in vitro data, global, antisense mediated inhibition 

of Wnt11 at late gestation revealed significant functional impact on cardiomyocytes in the intact 

heart as indicated by activating cell cycle genes and fetal cardiomyocytes-specific markers. 

Together our studies demonstrate that Wnt11- mediated signaling is potentially a key driving 

force of myocardium maturation.  

Consistent with developmental studies6-9, our results demonstrated tight dynamic regulation of 

the non-canonical Wnt11 and its downstream mediators, reinforcing that Wnt11 is indeed a 

sensitive player in cellular signaling during postnatal transition. Further, we demonstrated that 

Wnt11 suppression enhances the phosphorylation of β-Catenin.  Since the phosphorylation of 

β-Catenin leads to its degradation and thereby suppression of Wnt/β-Catenin signaling, our data 

suggest that Wnt11 inhibition create a negative feedback circuit, titrating β-Catenin via 
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phosphorylation mediated-degradation, thus inhibiting the canonical signaling. Together, our 

data indicate that Wnt11 dosage is critical for the maintenance of the canonical signaling in 

neonatal heart chambers. Collectively, Wnt11 is a key signaling molecule that controls the 

overall activity of Wnt signaling in neonatal heart. Interestingly, contrary to previous studies7,8 on 

Wnt during heart development, in which negative interactions are generally revealed, our study 

suggests novel positive inter-regulation relationship between the canonical and non-canonical 

signaling during early postnatal heart development (i.e. inhibition leads to inhibition). 

Of course our study has limitations: Given fixed histology slides may not precisely reflect 

sarcomere organization of maturating cardiomyocytes, freshly isolated primary cardiomyocytes 

plated on fibronectin microcontact islands may be needed to achieve more comprehensive 

evaluation of cardiomyocyte sarcomere assembly as well as contractile function and electro-

mechanical properties in response to Wnt11 manipulation.  

One of the major challenges of Wnt study in the context of heart development is plural-potency 

of this pathway in cardiac biology. Furthermore, we can‟t exclude other potential interacting 

signaling mechanisms. Our functional studies and phosphorylation assays demonstrated that 

the functional impact of Wnt11- signaling on neonatal catdiomyocytes is likely mediated via the 

interaction with the canonical/β-catenin dependent signaling, rather than known major 

noncanonical signaling mechanisms including JNK,P38, PKCα and, PLK.  

We cannot exclude the impact of Wnt signaling in other non-myocyte cells in heart. Further 

mechanistic studies using tamoxifen inducible cardiomyocyte specific Wnt11 inhibition, 

controlled by α- MHC promoter, will likely reveal the role of Wnt11 mediated signaling in 

programming the chamber specific- cardiomyocyte maturation. We understand, however, the 

effects of diverse genetic backgrounds of mouse strains may lead to phenotypic diversity.  

More importantly, the same signaling pathway may result in different developmental regulation 

in mouse myocardium compared to human. Therefore, our candidate pathway may or may not 

recapitulate the human phenotype. Employing the human induced pluripotent stem cells (hIPCs) 
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can be the ideal solution to overcome these limitations. This system can allow direct 

interrogation of molecular signaling occurring in these cells in response to wnt11 manipulation 

and hypoxia treatment. Indeed, our data support a potential role of Wnt signaling in response to 

hypoxemia stress and potential implications in infants with CHDs.  Therefore, deciphering the 

role of Wnt11 signals in programming neonatal heart chamber maturation in response to chronic 

hypoxemia holds critical translational relevance in CHDs.  

In conclusion, our study provides the first evidence of a potentially critical role of Wnt11-

mediated signaling in programming neonatal myocardium, not only during physiological 

maturation, but also in pathological manifestation induced by early exposure to chronic 

hypoxemia. Future mechanistic studies, focused on characterization of the chamber specific 

role of Wnt11 by using transgenic mouse model and hIPCs, will potentially lead to chamber 

specific therapies. Implementing “a disease in dish” model system using patient derived hIPCs 

can provide a powerful platform to link the scientific discovery to clinical management of infants 

with CHDs. 

 
VI. Figure Legends 

Figure4.1. Differential Proliferative Activity in Neonatal Heart Chambers.  

A. Venn Diagram.  Distribution of differentially expressed (DE) cell cycle genes in left 

ventricle (LV) in pink and right ventricle (RV) in blue (RNA-Seq data). Graph Plots. Quantitative 

expression (RPKM) of cell cycle genes in LV (pink) and right ventricle RV (blue) (RNA-Seq 

data). B. Schematics. Illustration of Gene Ontology (GO) functional terms of DE cell cycle 

genes (P<0.01). Venn Digram. The distribution of DE cell cycle gene vs alternative splicing (AS) 

events. C. Histology Blot (upper left). Immunochemistry of neonatal mouse heart at 

postnatal day7 (P7). Images of DAPI, phosphor Histone3 (pH3) and tropomyosin staining as 

well as overlay images are shown (yellow arrows indicate pH3 positive cardiomyocytes). Barplot 

(upper right). Percentage of phosphor Histone3 (pH3) positive cardiomyocytes. Bargraphs 
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(Lower). Relative expression of cell cycle markers, AurkB and ki67 in septum, RV and LV at 

postnatal day 7(RVP7, LVP7) respectively. *p ≤0.05. 

Figure4.2. Wnt Pathways are Dynamically Regulated in Neonatal Heart Chambers.  

A. Heat map. Quantitative expression (RPKM) of Wnt11 regulators in LV vs RV at P3 (left) 

and at P7 (right) (RNA-Seq). Middle. Bargraphs. (Left)Relative expression of Wnt ligands (Wnt2, 

Wnt9b, wnt16, Wnt11) in LV vs RV at p7. (Right) Time course. Relative expression of Wnt11 in 

LV vs RV during maturation stages. Lower. Immunoblots. Time course. Protein abundance of β-

Catenin (left) and Wnt11 (right). B. Histology Blots. Wnt11 Florescent In Situ Hybridization 

(FISH). Representative images of LV, RV, and Septum at P3 and at P7 are shown. Overlay 

images with DAPI and Tropomyosin co-staining are presented. 

Figure4.3. Functional Impact of Wnt11 on Neonatal Ventricular Myocytes.  

A. Schematics. Left. Experimental design of Wnt11 inhibition and gain of function in 

neonatal rat ventricular myocytes (NRVMs). Right. Immunoblot. Wnt11 inhibition efficiency in 

response to Wnt11 siRNA. B.  Relative expression of cell cycle marker Ki67 in NRVMs in 

response to Wnt11 treatment. C. Cytology Blot (Immunocytochemistry). Upper: Representative 

images of pH3 stained NRVMs (yellow arrow) in response to Wnt11 treatment. Lower: 

Percentage of bi-nucleated NRVMs (yellow arrowhead) in response to Wnt11 manipulation.   

Figure4.4. Wnt11r is Required for Normal Cardiogenesis.  

A. Wnt11r expression in zebrafish embryos (whole mount in Situ hybridization). 

Representative images at 5 Somite 24hpf and 30 hpf are shown. B. Cardiac-specific 

phenotype of zebrafish embryos subjected to Wnt11r gene editing using CRISPR/Cas9 system. 

Upper: (Left) Bright field images of control and injected embryos at 52 hpf. Red arrowhead 

indicates pericardial edema. (Right) Representative genotyping results of zebrafish embryos 

with cardiac specific phenotype.  Lower: Representative cardiac looping defects resulting from 

Wnt11r targeting. Heart chambers are labeled by GFP.  

Figure4.5. Wnt11r Dosage is Critical for Normal Cardiomygenesis.  
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A. Upper. Representative images of zebrafish embryos hearts illustrating small cardiac 

ventricular size and altered sarcomere assembly in response to Wnt11r overexpression. Lower. 

Quantitative measurements of ventricular surface area and individual cardiomyocyte area of 

affected embryos with preserved cardiac function or with failing heart with pericardial edema 

compared to control.  B. Relative expression of cell cycle marker (AurkB) and 

Fibromyogenesis marker (Tcap) in response to Wnt11r overexpression. 

Figure 4.6. Functional Impact of Wnt11 on Neonatal Heart.  

A. Upper. (Left) Schematic representation of experimental design of Wnt11 knockdown 

experiment.  (Right) Wnt11 inhibition efficiency. Lower:  Evaluation of LV function. (Left) 

Representative echocardiography images (M mode). (Right) Quantitative analysis of percentage 

ejection fraction (EF) and fractional shortening (FS) of Wnt11 suppressed hearts compared to 

scramble control. B. Immunohistochemistry of Wnt11 suppressed heart tissue compared to 

scramble control. Representative images of pH3 stained sections from RV free wall are 

presented. C. Bar graphs. Relative expression of cell cycle marker (Ki67) in LV in pink and RV 

in blue in response to Wnt11 inhibition. 

Figure4.7. Wnt11 Regulates Cell Cycle Genes in Neonatal Heart. 

Bargraphs. Relative expression of cell cycle markers in response to Wnt11 knockdown. Overall 

expression is presented.  Chamber specific expression in LV and RV is also presented for some 

markers. 

Figure4.8. Wnt11 Inhibition Promotes Fetal Programs in Neonatal Heart.  

Bargraphs. Relative expression of fetal cardiomyocyte phenotypic markers in response to 

Wnt11 knockdown. Overall expression is presented.  

Figure 4.9. Chronic Hypoxia Suppresses Wnt11 and Induces Cardiomyocyte Cell Cycle 

Markers. 
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Upper:  Schematic of experimental design for hypoxia (FIO2 8%) treatment. Middle: Barographs. 

Relative expression of Wnt11 and cell cycle markers in response to hypoxia. Lower: Cytoblot. 

Immunocytochemistry. pH3 stained cells in response to hypoxia treatment. 

Figure4.10. Wnt11 Inhibition Increases β-catenin Abundance and Promotes its 

Phosphorylation.  

A. Immunoblots: phosphorylation assay of β-catenin in response to Wnt11 Inhibition with 

and without hypoxia (FIO2 8%) treatment. B.  Immunoblots: phosphorylation assay of β-

catenin in response to exogenous Wnt11. 

Figure4.11. Clinical Relevance in Congenital Heart Defects. 

Upper: schematic representation of congenital heart defect cases presented. Average O2 

saturation levels are shown. Lower: Expression array of candidate Wnt ligands, Wnt mediators   

and cell cycle genes. Pink: up-regulation; Blue: down-regulation. 
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Figure4.1. Differential Proliferative Activity in Neonatal Heart Chambers 
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Figure4.2. Wnt Pathways are Dynamically Regulated in Neonatal Heart Chambers 
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Figure4.3. Functional Impact of Wnt11 on Neonatal Ventricular Myocytes 
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Figure4.4. Wnt11r is Required for Normal Cardiogenesis  
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Figure4.5. Wnt11r Dosage is Critical for Normal Cardiomygenesis  
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Figure4.6. Functional Impact of Wnt11 on Neonatal Heart 
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Figure4.7. Wnt11 Regulates Cell Cycle Genes  in Neonatal Heart 
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Figure4.7. Wnt11 Regulates Cell Cycle Genes in Neonatal Heart (Continues) 
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Figure4.8. Wnt11 Inhibition Promotes Fetal Programs in Neonatal Heart  
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Figure4.9. Chronic Hypoxia Suppresses Wnt11 and Induces Cardiomyocyte Cell 
Cycle Markers 
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Figure4.10. Wnt11 Inhibition Increases β-catenin Abundance and Promotes its 
Phosphorylation 
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Figure4.11. Clinical Relevance in Congenital Heart Defects 
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I. Introduction 

The ultimate goal of our study is to fill an important gap in current knowledge of gene regulation 

specific to neonatal heart maturation in health and pathological conditions, and then to bridge 

our basic discovery to translational application at the bedside in CHDs (Figure1). By 

characterizing the discernible genetic programs and molecular signaling of the LV versus the 

RV during maturation stages we have accomplished a very important task, in particular, with 

regard to the chamber specific adaptation to perinatal circulatory stresses in the context of 

prematurity and CHDs.  

Congenital defects of the heart affect 1% of live births and result in more than 6000 deaths per 

year. Nearly half of these deaths occur in infants during their first year of life.  The phenotypic 

presentations of CHDs are highly heterogeneous, and so are the underlying etiologies. 

Importantly, environmental alterations during gestation contribute to increased risk1-3. Moreover, 

exposure to perinatal stresses such as hypoxia, sepsis and surgery may result in significant 

morbidity and mortality especially in the presence of a CHD4-7.  

Currently the surgical approaches for CHDs are mostly initiated at birth. Post-operatively, these 

infants suffer of heart failure, hypoxemia, inflammation, and many of them remain with a single 

functional ventricle. However, the mechanisms that control the molecular signaling of LV and 

RV in health or disease are understudied. Consequently, current approaches to the unstable 

sick newborn with a CHD are lacking the mechanistic resolution.   

Congenital Heart Defect- Cardiovascular Development Core (CHD-CvDC) at UCLA 

In order to set up the foundation to investigate the pathogenesis of CHDs and stress response 

genes, at both the molecular and translational levels, we have established the UCLA- CHD-

CvDC Bio-specimen Resources Core. The core is currently funded by the Children‟s Discovery 

Institute- Today and Tomorrow Children‟s Fund (CDI-TTCF) at UCLA. 

The Core infrastructure is organized to synergize expertise from our collaborative team at 

UCLA. The Bio-Core will also serve as portal for UCLA CHD-CvDC faculties to interact with 
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other CHD-CvDC networks, Neonatal Research Network (NRN) member institutes and the 

Pediatric Cardiac Genomics Consortium (PCGC).  Informed consent, blood 

samples/pathological specimens/genomic and medical record data are collected from CHDs 

study participants in accordance to regulation of the UCLA-IRB and HIPPA programs for 

conduct of research involving Human. Studies are performed on biological material isolated 

from the specimens solely for research purpose.  

To support a systems level analysis of CHDs we utilize UCLA strengths in genomics 

approaches to facilitate discovery of novel candidate mutations and putative cardiac protective 

genes by implementing advanced sequencing and integrated systems-wise analysis.  To link 

gene discovery to CHDs we employ three model systems for functional studies: 1. Primary 

cultured cells, 2. Zebrafish models, and 3. Genetically engineered- mouse models (Figure2). 

Current Progress 

Herein, we report our exciting results revealed from our multidisciplinary approach. By 

comprehensive analysis of transcriptome derived from deep RNA sequencing in chamber 

specific neonatal mouse hearts, we established the initial high-resolution landscape on neonatal 

cardiac transcriptome organization, involving interactive networks, orchestrated by master 

regulators and intricate molecular signals. In particular, we identified a previously unrecognized 

role of Wnt signaling exhibiting dynamic chamber-specific regulation during neonatal heart 

maturation. Remarkably, we established association between Wnt signaling and hypoxia stress 

in congenital heart samples from infants with cyanotic CHDs. Furthermore, we identified novel 

stress related genes implicated in cardiac remodeling of heart in those infants (Chapter Four).  

Like protein coding genes, we established tight regulation of the long noncoding RNA (lncRNAs) 

in neonatal heart samples involving more than 40 cardiac specific lncRNAs, exhibiting 

significant correlation with their neighboring protein coding gene. Among them we identified six 

lncRNAs expressed in human infantile heart, with altered regulation in CHDs. Furthermore, we 

verified conserved regulatory relationship with their partner genes.   
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Our clinical arm, the CHD-clinical data repository, currently includes a retrospective cohort of 

500 infants with clinical diagnosis of CHDs, among them 30% have genetic evaluation 

(chromosomal, FISH, or microarray studies). Our prospective arm includes 60 new participants. 

In addition, deep RNA-sequencing data were generated from heart tissue specimens obtained 

from 20 participants with clinical diagnosis of Tetralogy of Fallot and Ventricular Septal Defect. 

Whole exome sequencing was performed on gDNA (genomic DNA) samples from 10 infants 

with clinical diagnosis of infantile cardiomyopathy and on gDNA from their parents. Presently the 

sequencing data is being analyzed.  

In conclusion, our study holds promises of translational values and provides the rationale for 

extensive mechanistic investigations in postnatal heart development and CHDs. Importantly, the 

implementation of the CDI-CHD-bio core in UCLA allowed identifying novel putative 

mechanisms underlying stress response of heart in the context of CHDs, providing the 

physiological basis for future mechanistic and translational studies in disease models.  

Future Directions 

Human genomic data will allow us to establish the transcriptional networks and regulatory 

pathways associated with hemodynamic stress in infants with CHDs.  By implementing systems 

biology tools we will integrate the multilayered regulatory networks to identify key regulators of 

transcriptome remolding in human infantile heart.  We will implement experimental animal 

models to perform confirmatory mechanistic studies. Finally, we will validate our findings in 

patient derived IPCs (induced pluripotent cells) to extend our early discovery to translational 

application (Figure2). In addition, the core resources will serve to merge our collaborative efforts 

with CvDC, PCGC, NRN, and other nation-wide research networks on CHDs. 
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Figure5.1. Congenital Heart Defect Core-Goals  
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Figure5.2. Congenital Heart Defect Core-Workflow 
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I. Summary 

Our study has provided a deep characterization and understanding of neonatal heart 

transcriptome during maturation and illustrated some aspects of pathological remodeling. Based 

on our deep RNA-sequencing analysis we have identified novel splicing events, lncRNAs and 

molecular signaling. Our study has several folds of significance that will be discussed in this 

chapter. 

Significance 

Uncovering Transcriptome Complex in Neonatal Heart Chambers 

Our study, for the first time, revealed the real complexity of chamber specific cardiac 

transcriptome at the single base pair resolution utilizing deep RNA-Sequencing.   During this 

sequencing effort, we have obtained a total of 530 million strand specific, paired end- 

sequencing reads. Among them, 75% can be uniquely mapped to mouse genome. We have 

identified 22790 known lncRNAs and discovered 2837 novel lncRNAs   expressed in neonatal 

heart in addition to ~1000 novel predicted protein coding transcripts. More than 1000 genes 

showed differential expression and alternative splicing during maturation.  

A Fine-Tuned Functional Genomics in Neonatal Heart 

Although the concepts of lncRNA and novel transcripts have been established decades ago, 

these transcriptome components have been poorly studied. One reason for this is that most 

lncRNAs and novel splicing variants are not expressed at high level, and the tools to study 

these transcriptome components are not well established. With the development of high 

throughput technology, especially deep RNA-sequencing, investigators were able to zoom into 

the previously underappreciated transcriptome components at single base resolution. Based on 

the deep sequencing effort in experimental models, it is suggested that, a significant amount of 

these uncharacterized transcripts are highly conserved across multiple species and their 

expression is tightly regulated in different pathological conditions, leading to emerging 

recognition of their functionality. More recent studies have established the lncRNAs as key 
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players in cardiac development and disease. Our deep RNA-sequencing allowed detailed 

characterization and functional prediction of lncRNAs in neonatal heart. By subjecting 

lncRNA/mRNA transcripts in our data to parallel WGCNA we identified concordant, 

developmentally controlled regulatory networks in neonatal heart. We also provided evidence 

that lncRNAs could have regulatory impact on protein coding gene, and verified their conserved 

regulatory relationship in human CHD. Thus our functional classification of lncRNAs can 

potentially lead to diagnostic and therapeutic applications. 

Novel Chamber Specific Signals in Neonatal Heart 

By focusing analysis on chamber specific transcriptome we observed chamber specific exon 

utilization and differential induction of cellular proliferation programs and Wnt signaling. We 

further provided the first evidence that Wnt11 mediated signaling has significant functional 

impact in neonatal heart growth and maturation. Moreover, we explored its implications in 

congenital heart disease. By establishing a link between Wnt11 mediated signaling and hypoxia 

signaling in programming neonatal myocardium we have identified novel targets of translational 

value.  

Innovation  

At the conceptual level, our study provides unpreceded delineation of transcriptome dynamics in 

neonatal heart during the critical period of perinatal transition by uncovering the multifaceted 

layers of transcriptome regulation that may alter during pathological transition, providing a novel 

platform for discovery. This conceptual innovation is the foundation of our study that has led to 

many exciting new discoveries of potential application in CHDs.  

At the technical level, instead of narrowly focusing on a single molecule/pathway as in 

conventional studies, we leveraged the power of advanced genomics and bioinformatics, and 

systems biology to uncover novel genes and pathways in an unbiased manner, and then tested 

our candidate molecules using sophisticated functional studies in disease models.  Indeed, this 

integration allowed effective synthesis of new knowledge from a vast array of datasets.  
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At the translational level, our study led to discovery of many novel regulatory lncRNAs 

conserved in human postnatal heart. We also demonstrated that Wnt signals are important 

players in neonatal heart.  

Limitations 

Our studies of early postnatal heart maturation were designed to perform comprehensive 

transcriptome characterization during fetal to neonatal circulatory transition and therefore 

focused on the specific window of early postnatal maturation when the cardiomyocyte cell cycle 

exit and terminal differentiation are major processes. A detailed expression study at earlier 

(prenatal) stage will likely be required to understand transcriptome regulation in chamber-

specific cardiomyocyte programs at late gestation. In addition, future, single cell RNA- 

sequencing of cardiomyocytes can allow unfolding the heterogeneity of cardiac cells. Recently, 

several single-cell RNA-seq techniques have been developed, making it feasible to analyze the 

heart transcriptome at the single cell and single base resolution. 

Our assessment of Wnt molecules and lncRNAs in human congenital heart defects reflects 

potentially conserved functional regulatory mechanisms that may link to disease. Further 

mechanistic studies in disease models and hIPCs are required to understand the underlying 

mechanisms and to test the potential applications. Importantly, implementation of the CHD-Bio 

core provides the essential basis for future investigations in CHDs.  
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